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Useful Drinker Information
9,500 copies of the Nottingham Drinker are distributed free 
of charge to over 300 outlets in the Nottingham area including 
libraries, the Tourist Information Centre and pubs in Nottingham, 
outlying villages and local towns. It is published by Nottingham 
CAMRA, typeset by Spyke Golding and printed by Stirland 
Paterson, Ilkeston.

Advertising
Nottingham Drinker welcomes advertisements subject to 
compliance with CAMRA policy and space availability. There is a 
discount for any advertising submitted in a suitable format for 
publishing, JPEG, PDF etc. Advertising rates start from £30 for a 
small advert (1/16 of a page) in a suitable format. A premium is 
charged for the front and back page. Six advertisements can be 
bought for the discounted price of five (one years worth).  Call 
Spyke Golding on 0115 9588713 or 07751 441682 or e-mail   
drinkeradvert@ntlworld.com   for details.

Publication dates
The next issue of Nottingham Drinker (issue 97) will be published 
on Thursday 25th March 2010 and will be available from the 
branch meeting at the Hand & Heart, Derby Road.
The copy deadline is Wednesday 3rd March 2010
Editorial Team
Editor: Spyke Golding, Sub editors: Steve Armstrong and Steve 
Westby. Distribution: David Mason

Editorial address
Spyke Golding, Nottingham Drinker, 218, Standhill Road, Carlton, 
Nottm. NG4 1JZ  
Tel: 0115 714 9588, 0775 144 1682
E-mail: nottingham.drinker@ntlworld.com or 
drinkeradvert@ntlworld.com 

Socials and Trips
For booking socials or trips contact Ray Kirby on 0115 929 7896 
or at raykirby@nottinghamcamra.org

Web Site
Nottingham CAMRA’s own web site, managed by Webmaster 
Howard Clark  is at  www.nottinghamcamra.org

CAMRA Headquarters
230 Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Herts, AL1 4LW Tel 01727 867201 
Fax 01727 867670 E-mail camra@camra.org.uk 
Internet   www.camra.org.uk

Registration
Nottingham Drinker is registered as a newsletter with the British 
Library. ISSN No1369-4235

Disclaimer
ND, Nottingham CAMRA and CAMRA Ltd accept no responsibility 
for errors that may occur within this publication, and the views 
expressed are those of their individual authors and not necessarily 
endorsed by the editor, Nottingham CAMRA or CAMRA Ltd

Subscription 
ND offers a mail order subscription service. If you wish to be 
included on our mailing list please send seventeen 2nd class 
stamps, (standard letter @30p. each) for one year’s subscription 
(second class delivery) or fourteen 1st class stamps (standard 
letter @ 39p. each) for one year’s subscription (first class 
delivery) to Nottingham Drinker, 15 Rockwood Crescent, Hucknall, 
Nottinghamshire NG15 6PW Nottingham Drinker is published 
bimonthly. 

Useful Addresses
For complaints about short measure pints etc contact: Nottingham 
Trading Standards Department, Consumer Direct (East Midlands)  
Consumer Direct works with all the Trading Standards services in 
the East Midlands and is supported by the Office of Fair Trading. 
You can e-mail Consumer Direct using a secure e-mail system 
on their web site. The web site also provides advice, fact sheets 
and model letters on a wide range of consumer rights. Consumer 
Direct - 08454 04 05 06
www.consumerdirect.gov.uk  
For comments, complaints or objections about pub alterations etc, 
or if you wish to inspect plans for proposed pub developments 
contact the local authority planning departments. Nottingham 
City’s is at Exchange Buildings, Smithy Row or at nottinghamcity.
gov.uk

If you wish to complain about deceptive advertising, e.g. passing 
nitro-keg smooth flow beer off as real ale, pubs displaying signs 
suggesting real ales are on sale or guest beers are available, 
when in fact they are not, contact: Advertising Standards 
Authority, Mid City Place, 71 High Holborn, London WC1V 6QT, 
Telephone 020 7492 2222, Textphone 020 7242 8159, Fax 020 
7242 3696
Or visit www.asa.org.uk where you can complain online

Brewery Liaison Officers
Please contact these officers if you have any comments, queries 
or complaints about a local brewery.
 

Alcazar - Ray Kirby raykirby@nottinghamcamra.org 
Castle Rock - David Mason davidmason@nottinghamcamra.org 
Caythorpe - Howard Clark howardclark@nottinghamcamra.org 
Full Mash - Ray Kirby raykirby@nottinghamcamra.org 
Holland - Andrew Ludlow acl_50@ntlworld.com 
Magpie - Alan Ward alanward@nottinghamcamra.org 
Mallard - Mick (Diddler) Kinton 
Nottingham - Steve Westby stevewestby@nottinghamcamra.org
East Midlands Brewery Liaison Coordinator - Steve Westby  
stevewestby@nottinghamcamra.org
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Greene King “unfair to tenants”

Nottingham Drinker has been made 
aware of an amazing anomaly in the 

way that Greene King are running their pubs. 
Many of their managed houses are now 
selling locally brewed beers, and benefitting 
from the big demand for them. This is 
largely down to the excellent work done by 
Phil Darby of Nottingham Brewery, who has 
worked hard with the managers and with 
Greene King and is now allowed to supply 
the pubs with his own and other quality local 
microbrewery beers. Full marks to Greene 

King for recognising the demand for locally produced beers 
and allowing this to happen! Pubs like the Bell, Ye Olde Trip to 
Jerusalem, the Lady Bay, the Test Match, the Plainsman, and the 
Meadow Covert to name but a few have all seen increased sales 
thanks to this policy. They’ve even been allowed to have regular 
beer festivals - great stuff Greene King!
So why have the poor tenants been left behind? Many of them 
are complaining that the tenancies area manager simply will not 
allow them to have local beers, instead offering a few guests from 
non-local regional brewers. Seeing the frustrations of his local 
landlord, CAMRA member T.B.Berrington of Bulwell wrote this 
letter to Greene King, and copied it to us:

“It is with utter dismay and despair that we learn of the imminent 
departure of the Landlord and Landlady of our local pub, The Lion 
Revived, Robinsons Hill, Bulwell. Apparently, this is due to the 
exorbitant rent increases and restrictions on having local beers 
imposed on them by your Company, with little or no consideration 
being given to the welfare and comfort of the local community, 
impositions which, unfortunately, appear to be all too common 
in the Pubco industry. In the time they have been our landlords, 
Mark and Christine have transformed the Lion from a backwater 
hovel with hardly any amenities into a welcome haven. It is now 
one of the only real ale pubs in the area, and has earned Cask 

Marque accreditation for the standard of its draught ales, an 
award Mark richly deserves. Indeed, many of his customers have 
been introduced to cask ales for the first time and have found in 
them the delights of drinking real beer instead of a bland, near-
freezing liquid with hardly any taste. With pubs closing at the 
rate of nearly 60 per month, I would respectfully ask that you 
reconsider your demands on this hard-working and truly dedicated 
couple, so that the Lion does not become one of those sorry 
statistics. Please remember Prince Charles’s words: “The Pub is 
the Hub”. To a lot of we retired and elderly customers the Lion is 
not only the hub, it is the whole wheel.
Then we heard of Reg de Souza (see p.33), a former tenant  who 
left the Lord Nelson at Sneinton because of his frustration with 
Greene King’s rent increases and their intransigence on the local 
beers issue. 
However, when we heard that the excellent Pub People Company 
had leased this pub from Greene King, we expected to see some 
local beers in there. Pub People usually get their way on this 
issue, with many of their pubs already selling local products. 
But, no - even they have not, so far, been able to get local beers 
on. Pub People’s Andrew Crawford told Nottingham Drinker: “We 
have a good relationship with Greene King, although it is a little 
frustrating being mainly tied to their cask ale range. IPA is IPA, 
the Abbot is very good and so is the Olde Trip, which is also on 
permanently at the Lord Nelson. Ruddles is Wetherspoon’s cheap 
offer so that’s a non-starter. Like most Pubcos, they operate 
a guest ale cycle but this rarely includes local beers. We have 
requested a local choice but this has been turned down. Clearly 
the Greene King managed pub division has a different approach. 
The Bell and Test Match, for example, aggressively market local 
beers and also significantly undercut their own small tenants on 
retail price. One would have thought that a company the size of 
Greene King would have a better coordinated strategy”.
So, come on, Greene King - you’ve shown us what an excellent 
range of beers you can serve in your managed houses - now 
let us see the same policies applied to your tenancies! We, and 
they, and their customers want to see local beers on the bars. So 
Nottingham CAMRA call upon you, Greene King, to support your 
own tenants, now! Urgently! Before they all go out of business!

Drink real ale - live longer and be happier - official!

More than a year ago, Nottingham Drinker told our readers 
that if they drink in moderation, they can expect to live 

longer than a teetotaller. We even quoted the sources of the 
medical evidence that proved this. But still, The Chief Medical 
Officer, Professor Sir Liam Donaldson, persisted in perpetuating 
the myth that drinking is bad for you. But at last, the truth is out! 
The health authorities have finally had to come clean and admit 
that drinking in moderation prevents heart disease. Research 
clearly shows that drinking 3-4 units of alcohol a day (about 11/2  

to 2 pints of 4% beer) very significantly reduces the risk. In fact, 
so much so that, if it were a new drug, our doctors would be 
telling us to take it in the same way as they tell us to take statins 
to lower our cholesterol levels. So rather than keep harping on 
about the dangers of alcohol, the health authorities should be 
encouraging us to drink alcohol - but in moderation. Drinking 
more than this amount can increase the risks of getting liver 
disease, kidney problems or type two diabetes - but even so, you 
will have to exceed nine units of alcohol a day before your life 
expectancy becomes lower than a teetotaller! 
So why real ale? Drinking stronger alcoholic drinks such as white 
cider, strong lager or spirits can seriously dehydrate the body. But 
unfiltered real ales contain high levels of yeast, a rich source of 
minerals - particularly chromium, an essential trace mineral that 
helps the body maintain normal blood sugar levels; also selenium, 
protein and the essential B-complex vitamins. 
And that is not all! A new study released last August based on a 
study of 40,000 Norwegians has suggested that people who spurn 
alcohol can tend to be miserable social misfits! Teetotallers had 
higher levels of anxiety than moderate drinkers, and were more 
likely to lack social skills. Although this was based on drinking just 
two units of alcohol a day, those of us that drink more can still 
take comfort from the findings of this report, which showed that 
abstainers were more likely to suffer depression than even the 
heaviest alcohol consumers. 
Cheers - mines a pint of real ale!!

The Editor’s view

THE QUEEN ADELAIDE
Windmill Lane, Sneinton, Nottingham

Tel. 0115 9580 607

YOU’LL FIND US IN THE GOOD BEER GUIDE 2010

NEW FRIDAY CURRY NIGHTS - 2 Courses £4.95 4-8pm

VALENTINES SPECIALS available on Sunday 14th Feb

Come and watch the SIX NATIONS RUGBY live in March

Enjoy Irish music and food on ST. PATRICK’S DAY
Wed 17th March

5 Real Ales at any one time PLUS a dedicated 
ever-changing Cider and Perry hand pull. Come 
and enjoy one of the three exclusively brewed 
real ales named after the pub  dog ‘Monty’. 
One available at all times, 20p off for CAMRA 
members

• FULL MASH BREWERY - Monty’s Whistle 3.8%

• NUTBROOK BREWERY - Monty’s Revenge 4.2%

• MAGPIE BREWERY - Monty’s Firkin 4.6%

• Freshly-made hot or chilled crusty and soft
  cobs with an even bigger selection of fillings  
  now available 7 days a week
• Saturday Breakfast Club served 9am - 12   

noon (beer available) 
• Traditional Sunday Lunches available in the 

restaurant with panoramic views of City from 
12 noon – 5pm

• Big screen TV with Sky Sports
• Beer gardens with a heated smoke shelter
• Function Rooms available for hire
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Barrowcliffe Limited
mil lside

Suppliers to the catering industry of
fresh fruit.  vegetables, exotic fruits

and prepared  produce

Units A & B, Thornfield Ind Est, Hooton Street
Hooton Street, Nottingham. NG3 2NJ

01159 588 150

Old Volunteer, Caythorpe reopens

After being closed for many months, the Old Volunteer at 
Caythorpe reopened its doors towards the end of November, 

having undergone something of an internal transformation.

The cream painted exterior, complete with its quirky pictorial 
signage, now conceals a spacious, open-plan interior complete 
with a restaurant to the rear and a covered terrace for al-fresco 
dining.  Olive green and shades of brown dominate the décor, 
while some of the furniture takes the concept of solid wood to 
new heights. Real fires and polished pale wood and up-market 
flagstone flooring complete the effect, which might be summed 

up as rustic chic.  It is obvious a lot of money 
has been spent on the place and hand-pulled 
Greene King IPA, Abbot and Old Speckled 
Hen on the bar might give a clue as to where 
much of it came from.  Only time will tell 
if the investment pays off for a pub that 
has never really reached its full potential in 
the past.  We wish them well - but feel the 
addition of some local beers would much 
improve their chances!

Picture This

Nottingham Contemporary, the City’s newest, multi-million 
pound centre for the visual arts at Weekday Cross, opened 

towards the end of last year with a major exhibition of painter 
David Hockney’s early works.  The building is an impressive 
venue for such events even if, at first sight, it does somewhat 
resemble a corrugated motor repair shop, but should the art 
works themselves not be to everyone’s taste, it is unlikely the 
Cafe Bar on the lower floor will disappoint.
Unsurprisingly light and modern with simple, black tables and 
chairs contrasting against a pale wood floor and picture windows 
hung with curtains featuring a novel till receipt motif, it offers a 
short but imaginative menu and cask-conditioned beers to wash 
the food down.  Stylish handpumps dispense well kept Castle 
Rock Harvest Pale and Elsie Mo beers and the management are 
to be congratulated for not only offering real ale, something of 
a rarity in similar establishments, but also supporting a local 
brewery and thereby, the LocAle concept.  Best of all, admission 
is free so check it out and see what you think.  Could this be the 
first art gallery to appear in the Good Beer Guide?
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Think globally, drink locally
Nick Tegerdine, Executive Director of apas, 
wonders again if the alcohol industry has the 
vision to save itself from the Whitehall mandarins

I worry when I go to London, I really do. It’s not just the 
champagne bar at St Pancras taking up much needed platform 
space or even the prices in the Betjeman Arms on the station. 

It’s some of the people I meet when I’m going about my work. 
I recognise the do-gooders, I recognise the self-servers, and I 
recognise the romantics. Where are the realists? How can we 
facilitate changes to reduce alcohol-related harms whilst allowing the 
responsible drinking majority to enjoy their tipple in pleasure and 
without fear of being labelled a social outcast? 

I believe that the industry itself must do much more than it is 
doing, and that some more reflection on why we are where we are 
is needed. I shall focus on beer and breweries, but the messages 
are the same for all producers and retailers of alcohol and should 
particularly be heeded by the restaurateur in Mansfield who we saw 
serving drunken lasses bottles of wine outside his kitchen door on 
a Saturday night. I don’t know how he was paid but I don’t imagine 
the lasses went in for a meal. As we say in our bit of the business, 
and referring to his serving policy and nothing else, it’s just NFM (I’ll 
explain that at the end). 

So, back to beer. I am very mindful of the business cycle and how 
breweries are not and cannot be exempt from it. Much as we love 
them, many cherished companies have fallen to takeovers as 
shareholders sought greater profits and old-fashioned management 
resisted product development, innovation, and investment in new 
plant. Just imagine what could have happened if the local ‘big 
players’ of Shipstone, Home and Kimberley had merged in the 
1970’s? Would Nottingham have had a company the size of Scottish 
and Newcastle? Would that have meant local brands and local jobs 
surviving? Would the ‘Nottingham United Breweries’ organisation 
have set out upon a policy of acquiring neighbouring companies 
in an attempt to control the trading area? Realistically, it’s three 
qualified yeses to those questions, although the highly introspective 
nature and ‘old school’ mentality of the three breweries concerned 
meant that such a route was never likely to be followed. 

Looking forward, it is likely that some of the newer microbreweries 
will disappear, through acquisitions and mergers, and that some 
will simply fold as the current economic pressures bear upon them. 
Nevertheless, schemes such as the excellent LocAle are a huge step 
forward in support of local beer, local jobs and in fostering a sense 
of responsibility to the customer and the community. Whilst I believe 
that even more needs to be done, and CAMRA members have a 
role to play, I do appreciate that cask ale is the ‘growing edge’ of 
the industry at the moment so let’s not be downhearted, there is so 
much to celebrate and much to build upon. 

Arguably, the fact that microbreweries may merge is surely less 
important than the fact that they produce fine cask ale, locally, and 
that they do not actively promote products and practices that lead to 
alcohol related crime and disorder. In so many ways they are closer 
to the traditional values of the Home, Shipstone and Kimberley 
rather than the hard-nosed corporate businesses that have grown up 
to become major producers, and who appear to be hell-bent on the 
pursuit of short-term profit with little or no regard for their staff and 
the communities who they seek to dominate. 

There is plenty of evidence to demonstrate that the problems 
experienced by families, communities, the health services, social 
services and the judicial system are not directly attributable to the 
offerings of the smaller breweries, and I believe that policy makers 
nationally are aware of that. We know who and what are responsible 
for most of the problems but policymakers are afraid of naming and 
shaming. The danger is that everyone will be tarred with the same 
brush. 

There is no doubt that responsible production, marketing and 
serving policies tend to go hand in hand, and it follows that 
responsible drinkers frequent responsible establishments and drink 
the products on offer. They may whilst there drink more than the 
recommended limit but they are much less likely to appear in court 
or to be involved in any other behaviours that add to the tally of 
alcohol related harm. As I’ve previously said, it’s the behaviour of 
drinkers that attracts the headline-grabbing attention rather than the 
amount any one person has consumed.

Nevertheless, the public health perspective on alcohol use has 
become much more important in the last two years and will 
undoubtedly continue to influence policy. Locally, hospital admission 

rates for alcohol-related conditions are well above the national 
average, and are increasing. Over the last five years rates have 
nearly doubled. This must and will be addressed, but whilst 
campaigns urging people to drink less will have some impact, I 
believe that there’s a bigger picture to look at, that being the role of 
the industry itself as a creator or minimiser of problems.

The products that cause the most harm and which are ‘targeted’ 
at people with problems, at children, and at groups in society 
whose per capita consumption is lower than the average are readily 
identifiable. However, it is often said that it’s not the manufacturers, 
it’s the shops, the supermarkets, the badly run pubs, the unhelpful 
attitude of politicians and so on. The response from me is a simple 
one: ‘look in the mirror and you’ll see the problem’. Don’t ‘otherise’, 
minimise, or deny your responsibility. Deal with it well and you will 
prosper; ignore it and you will suffer.

What about a minimum unit price? This is intended to impact 
more on those products than on the responsible drinker and I 
have little doubt that in the not too distant future, a minimum unit 
price will become law. That would still leave the multinationals to 
peddle their brands through extravagant advertising budgets and 
expensive product placements. They do that because it tends to 
increase market share and they make no apologies for that. All 
the evidence is that the process will continue, and for every pound 
spent on campaigns and education to do with alcohol abuse those 
with bigger budgets will simply up their spend to gain more ground. 
The mandarins will feign concern for the populace whilst supping 
champagne cocktails. That increases the risk of punitive actions that 
will impact on the responsible brewer and imbiber. 

So, the imperative is for the local drinks industry to take the moral 
high ground, to associate themselves with ‘responsibility’ in all 
aspects of the trade, and to become partners with those who are 
not remotely ‘health fascists’ or even ‘do-gooders’, but who are 
keen to support partnerships that promote local products, personal 
responsibility, and an enlightened approach rather than the heavy-
handed intervention that will follow unless the avarice of the 
accountants running large sections of the industry is halted and the 
champagne cocktail people are dragged north of St Pancras.

Perish the thought, but if many of the microbreweries I have 
referred to were to get swallowed up by the bigger players, would 
the picture of the brewers’ art and social responsibility be likely to 
change? I think so, and I don’t like the prospect. Time for action, 
and following my recent London trip and some of what I heard, I feel 
that there is not that much time at all.

In case you haven’t twigged it, NFM is Normal For Mansfield.

Find of the month 

(an occasional feature from the apas research team)

The Roundhouse, Royal Standard Place (at the corner of St James’s 
Terrace and Mount Street). Conveniently situated for where we work, 
The Roundhouse serves excellent food and well kept local beers. 
The staff are obviously very well trained and most friendly, and the 
environment is relaxing and convivial. Prices are reasonable and the 
overall experience is first class.

The management of this recently reopened hostelry deserves great 
credit. The pub does what we would like to see many more pubs 
do: it puts the customer first, it promotes quality, it supports local 
business, and it does not encourage behaviours that get pubs a bad 
name amongst those who rarely, if ever, undertake ‘research’ in 
them. Our team gave this establishment 9/10, which is high praise 
indeed from such a constructively critical bunch.

Units or centilitres? 
I have always been very doubtful about the effectiveness of the UK 
units system. It would appear that I am not alone and there are 
serious proposals afoot to review the whole thing. One proposal 
argues for the more accurate ‘centilitres of alcohol per pint’ (or 
whatever, glass of wine, measure of calvados) to be displayed on a 
table menu and on bottles, cans and pumps, alongside the calorie 
count. This gives a more precise measure of alcohol content, and 
encourages personal responsibility for consumption. 

With the present units system, it is all too easy to say ‘I didn’t know’ 
and sometimes that may be true. A switch to centilitres would also 
be more acceptable to producers across Europe and could become a 
European standard, which would be helpful.

Hopefully a future government will accept that the present system 
has not achieved its objectives and that it’s worth trying something 
different to see if we can make a difference. I’m in favour of the 
changes suggested, so let me know what you think.
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The worst thing you can 
do about an alcohol 
problem is nothing

Drinking too much, too often, and for too long and 
finding it hard to change?

Alcohol Problems Advisory Service

AVAILABLE • ACCESSIBLE • CONFIDENTIAL

0115 941 4747 or e-mail info@apas.org.uk

www.apas.org.uk

Pub of the Year Award for Southwell pub

Newark CAMRA branch have announced that their Pub of 
the Year for 2010 is the Hearty Goodfellow at Southwell 

Apparently on being told the news Steve and Alison were 
well chuffed, to say the least. The whole pub broke out into 
spontaneous applause and the messengers got a free beer - Blue 
Monkey I’m told and in fine form. 

The presentation will be made on Saturday February 20th at 
about 1pm. Don’t forget that the pub is very easily reached from 
Nottingham on the Pathfinder 100, which are every 20 minutes 
on a Saturday afternoon, at a cost of £5.50 return.
The Nottingham Drinker team and all at Nottingham CAMRA 
would like to add our congratulations to Steve and Alison on this 
much deserved award.

Hillside surfers’ plunge raises cancer cash 

Members of the Old Dalby Surf Club, regulars at their local 
pub, the Crown Inn, have raised over £1,700 for Macmillan 

Cancer Support by doing what they do best – visiting the pub 
and talking about surfing.
Club members who, by dint of their inland location and its 
absence of sea swell, sand and suntan oil, have also become 
adept at finding ways to overcome this deficiency and yet 
maintain their physical shape and skills.  This year’s off season 
training session took the form of a downhill surfing run on 
the 1 in 3 slope into the village.  Seven members sunk to the 
challenge and say that by using a range of ‘boards’ including 
kayaks, bathtubs, and an easy chair, their skills are now 
probably among the best in Leicestershire.

Geoff Gilbey who 
completed the run 
in a tuxedo on a 
skateboard says how 
much he enjoyed 
the challenge, and 
handing over the 
money it raised.  
“We’ve been asking 
the village to support 
our appeal for three 
years now, and each 
year they become 

more and more generous.  From a few pounds in 2007, our 
totals have grown to the significant figure of today.  I say, ‘thank 
you’, Old Dalby.”
As the cheque was handed over, Melton Mowbray Macmillan 
Cancer Support president, Diane Orson, said how delighted 
she was to receive the money. “This will be used to reach and 
improve the lives of people living with cancer.  We provide 
practical, medical and financial support and push for better 
cancer care,” she says.  “All of us in the Melton Mowbray branch 
take our hats off to the barmy surfers and the Old Crown 
regulars for their support.”

Springhead beers picked for MPs

Two beers from one of Nottinghamshire’s microbreweries, 
Springhead, were chosen as guests at MPs’ Christmas 

celebrations at Strangers Bar in the House of Commons on 9th 

December.
The All-Party Parliamentary Beer Group chose to feature, in 
its Strangers Bar over the festive period, Christmas Cranberry 
(4.4%) which is a ruby, malty beer with a hint of cranberry and 
perfect for the season, and Charlie’s Angel (4.5%), a dry, light 
and golden beer lifted by a hint of fresh oranges, making it 
highly refreshing.
The Strangers Bar is so named as it is the only one in 
Westminster to welcome MPs’ guests. The 300 member Beer 
Group was founded in 1993 to promote understanding amongst 
MPs and Peers of the challenges faced by the beer and pub 
industries in the UK. 

Horse and Jockey
1, Mill Street, Basford, NG6 0JW  0115 978 7883

Castle Rock Hemlock, Preservation, Black Gold and two guests
Cocktails and Karaoke monthly on a Friday - call for dates 

Large function room available
Weekday food lunch and evening

Sunday Carvery 12 - 3pm (booking advised)
Breakfast Mon - Fri 7 - 10am

The Tram Friendly
Horse and Jockey

by Basford Crossing
(David Lane tram stop)
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Erewash Valley News

Seating was at a premium at The Dewdrop on Monday 
evening 4th January 2010. John and Yvonne, the landlord 
and his wife, were delighted that so many regulars together 

with members of Erewash Valley CAMRA (Campaign for Real 
Ale) had turned up to see them receive the Pub of the Season 
Autumn 2009 award. This is the third CAMRA award which John 
and Yvonne have received since taking control of The Dewdrop 
in August 2007. This may be because as well as core beers of 
Oakham Ales Bishops Farewell (4.6%), Timothy Taylor’s Best 
Bitter (4%) and Castle Rock Harvest Pale (3.8%) two more guest 
ales are always available. It could be that they give a 10p a pint 
discount to CAMRA members or perhaps it is the newly introduced 
real ciders and perry range.
In reality the award presentation was just the support act. Most 
people had turned up to listen to the guest speaker, Mr. Blue 
Monkey himself, John Hickling. The Erewash Valley members 
are justifiably proud to have this award winning brewery firmly 
established in the branch area. They were somewhat dismayed, 
therefore, when John began his speech with the news that his 
search for bigger premises is now over. He is moving lock, stock 
and barrels (pun intended) to a new site at Giltbrook, which is 
not within the branch area. The new brewery is four times the 
size of the current brewery and when the new plant has been 
commissioned it will give John four times the brewing capacity. He 
said that he was hoping that increased capacity would enable him 
to introduce new beers and perhaps even bottle beers and poly-
pins for the drinking at home market. John intends to maintain 
his LocAle distribution area of Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire, 
although because he also supplies third party distributors, his 
beers can sometimes be found far and wide. In fact he has been 
told of his beer being sold in Norway. In an interesting question 
and answer session John let slip that the name Blue Monkey 
had evolved before he discovered the connection with Stanton 
Ironworks and his grandfather. He also attempted to explain why 

the brewery logo is, in fact, a blue chimpanzee. John and Yvonne 
were always aware what the real reason for the crowds were and 
all seven of the Blue Monkey beers were on sale during that week.

Talking of Pub of the Season, the award for Winter Pub of the 
Season is to be presented to The Good Old Days, Ilkeston at 
8.30pm Wednesday 3rd March, 2010. Another full turn out is 
anticipated.

Standing Room Only at The Dewdrop, Ilkeston

Landlord John Cooke (right) with Blue Monkey’s John 
Hickling (centre) and co-brewer Bob Shardlow (left)
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Vale of Belvoir News
Happy New Year from the Vale

Hello out there – well, it doesn’t seem a year ago that we 
were wishing you all a prosperous New Year, hoping that 
2009 would lift us out of the mire of the global recession 

and onto better times. Yeah, righto! As we were.......
But I’m sure that you all still managed to celebrate the holidays in 
good style, particularly with the wonderful array of winter ales on 
offer.
Despite the weather we have managed to get out and about to 
a few pubs in the Vale although not as much as we would have 
liked. We ventured up to the Marquis of Granby, Granby and were 
very well rewarded with a lovely pint of Delapre Dark for our 
effort. We also got out to the Durham Ox, Orston and can report 
that the beers there are in fine fettle. Food is now being served 
here, including a fish night on Fridays. We also nipped out to last 
year’s Pub of the Year, the Royal Oak, Car Colston and had a fine 
pint of Hobgoblin. Unfortunately time and weather has prevented 
us from getting out there for a meal but we look forward to doing 
so in the near future. On a slightly more depressing note, we have 
to report that the Staunton Arms, Staunton is currently closed, we 
will endeavor to keep you up-to-date on the situation there, but it 
shows that things are still tough out there for the rural pub!
December saw us at the Horse & Plough, Bingham for our 
Christmas Social. A wonderful meal was accompanied by RCH East 
Street Cream, Woodforde’s Norfolk Nog & Belvoir Oatmeal Stout. 
It is sufficient to say that this was all very well received and a 
good night was had by all. January saw us back at the Horse 
& Plough for the well deserved Vale of Belvoir Pub of the Year 
Presentation. The event was very well attended and it is clear that 
the pub is felt to be a worthy winner. 
Our next branch meeting is on Tues 3rd February at the Horse 
Chestnut, Radcliffe on Trent and we are straight back into the 
serious stuff. We always organize various survey trips at this 
meeting so if anyone is interested in attending please feel free 
to come along. March 9th will then see us at the Martins Arms, 

Colston Basset for our AGM. Everyone is welcome but remember 
to bring your membership cards for voting! 
On to Brewery news, and whilst at the POTY presentation, 
we caught up with Colin Brown from Belvoir Brewery. Belvoir 
Dambuster was available on the night and as well as reporting 
that he had a very busy Christmas and New Year, which is always 
good to hear, Colin tells us that he is currently working on setting 

up a small three barrel “brewery within a brewery” at Old Dalby, 
where the plan is to be able to produce special brews , such as 
for festivals or celebrations and to help maintain the continuity of 
beers needing a smaller brew quantity, such as the Mild or Stout. 
All of this aims to capitalize of the flexibility that the smaller 
breweries can offer over the larger concerns. 
Well, that’s about all from us this month, so onwards and upwards 
into 2010. We look forward to seeing you out and about in the 
Vale. Cheers!

Tel: 01949 839313 e. bingham@bartschinns.com
Long Acre, Bingham, NG13 8AF 

Bus: TrentBarton Xpress from Friar Lane 

Six Continually Changing Cask Ales from Around the Country 
Charles Wells Bombardier & Deuchar’s I.P.A. Always Available 
Hot & Cold Food Served Mon – Sat12.00 – 2.30pm & 5 – 7pm 

Traditional Sunday Lunch Served 12.30 – 3 pm 
Horse & Plough Wednesdays – Two Meals for £10 

Private Dining, Meetings and Small Conference Packages Available 
Free Wi-Fi Internet Access 

The Grill Room Restaurant Upstairs serving A La Carte Menu 
Midweek Steak Special £7.95 in The Grill Room 

Open 11am – 11pm Sun to Thurs 11am to 11.30pm Fri & Sat 

(L-R) Leon Stewart, Alan Mearns, Martyn Harwood, and Mark 
Miller at the Horse and Plough Pub of the Year presentation

Tel: 01949 839313 e. bingham@bartschinns.com
Long Acre, Bingham, NG13 8AF 

Bus: TrentBarton Xpress from Friar Lane 

The Grill Room @ The Horse & Plough 
Six Continually Changing Cask Ales from Around the Country 

Charles Wells Bombardier & Deuchar’s I.P.A. Always Available 
Extensive Wine & Spirits List 

Regularly Changing Seasonal Menus 
Midweek Specials Available

Open 7pm – 9.15pm Tue to Thurs 7pm to 9.45pm Fri & Sat 
Traditional Sunday Lunch 12.30 – 3.00pm £14.95 for 3 Courses 

www.grillroombingham.com
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In Praise of Public Transport
No. 6� of a series in which we look at the use of buses, trams, trains and planes to visit pubs
This coming April, Douglas, on the delightful Isle of Man, plays host to CAMRA’s AGM and Members’ Weekend. 

Series guest writer John Westlake went to see what lies in store for thirsty visitors

Daily flights from East Midlands 
Airport with Manx2.com make the 
Isle of Man readily accessible for 

a weekend pub crawl, although a longer 
stay is definitely recommended: there is 
plenty to see and do and some great pubs 
to discover outside Douglas, the island’s 
capital.  Explore the island’s Viking 
heritage; travel by ancient steam train 
or the Manx Electric Railway; start the 
day with a plate of plump Manx kippers 
for breakfast.  But above all, enjoy the 
excellent beers brewed on the island in 
accordance with their own Beer Purity 
Law of 1874, the Manx equivalent to 
Germany’s Reinheitsgebot.
Leaving Ronaldsway Airport terminal, bus 
route 1 from the forecourt will whisk you 
into Douglas in just under half an hour, 
but it is worth breaking the journey at 
Braddan (alight at the Mount Murray bus 
stop) in order to visit the Hop Garden 
(1) across the road, an attractive, 
whitewashed hostelry and the Bushy’s 
‘Ale of Man’ Brewery tap.  The traditional 
interior, full of beams and tiled floors, is 
more restaurant than pub, but drinkers 
are welcome and there is a splendid beer 
garden, complete with ducks, for alfresco 
consumption when weather permits.  
Handpumps dispense Bushy’s Manx Bitter, 
a 3.8 percent ABV, well hopped brew 
alongside guest ales, which included their 
own, excellent Shuttleworth Snap IPA on 
the occasion of my visit.

Continue the bus journey into town and 
the Lord Street terminus but retain your 
tickets as these will be refunded if you 
decide to purchase a one, three or seven 
day ‘Island Explorer’ ticket at the Tourist 
Information Office in the Sea Terminal 
building.  They represent great value and 
offer unlimited travel on almost every 
form of transport, including Douglas’ 
famous horse-drawn trams along the 
promenade.
Look to your right on leaving the bus 
and you should spot a sign advertising 
the Albert (2), just across the car park.  
This is an unassuming, two-roomed, 
town centre boozer with a central bar, 
claret and gold paintwork, dark wood 
panelling, TV sports and a popular pool 
table.  Hand pulled beers usually include 

Okell’s Bitter, a flavoursome 3.7 percent, 
traditional ale seasoned with Fuggle hops, 
the slightly weaker and often hard to find 
Okell’s Mild, brewed with pale, crystal and 
chocolate malts in the mash, and Bushy’s 
Castletown Bitter.  The original Castletown 
Brewery was bought and closed by Okells 
many years ago but in more recent times, 
Bushys managed to secure the recipe 
and the floral, citrus tinged result is a 
splendidly refreshing reinterpretation.

Hop on a 28, 25A or 26A bus to reach the 
more modern Cat with no Tail (3) on 
Hailwood Avenue, with panoramic views 
from its hilltop, edge of town location.  
Inside, a comfortable and spacious lounge 
extends into a conservatory, whilst a 
separate bar has a large flat screen TV 
and pool table.  Okell’s Bitter has been 
joined by Okell’s Red, a copper coloured, 
mellow creation with biscuity malt and a 
hint of caramel on the palate, specially 
brewed to celebrate the 2009 TT races, 
but so well received that it appears to 
have become a permanent feature in 
many of the island’s pubs.

A half hour or so downhill stroll towards 
the sea will bring you to the attractive, 
flower decked Terminus Tavern (4) 
on Strathallan Crescent, its terrace 
overlooking both the northern limit of the 
horse drawn tramway and the southern 
end of the Manx Electric Railway (MER).  
The cosy, narrow lounge full of nice old 
photos and a fine clock, winds round the 
bar to accommodate a pool table and 
dartboard to the rear.  Okell’s Bitter, Red 
and a guest ale can be sampled whilst 
awaiting transportation - you might even 
be tempted to miss the first tram and 
catch the next!

Follow the promenade round the bay, 
either on foot or by horse power, and the 
Queens Hotel (5) will soon be on your 
right, complete with a very appealing, 
heated and covered outside drinking area.  
The busy interior comprises three distinct, 
interlinked areas offering TV sports and 
a games section, whilst handpumps 
dispense Okell’s Bitter, Marstons 
Pedigree and a guest beer.  An almost 
overwhelming smell of chips, however, 
may not be to everyone’s liking.

JW
 m

ap
s
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No. 6� of a series in which we look at the use of buses, trams, trains and planes to visit pubs
This coming April, Douglas, on the delightful Isle of Man, plays host to CAMRA’s AGM and Members’ Weekend. 

Series guest writer John Westlake went to see what lies in store for thirsty visitors

In Praise of Public Transport

Continuing round the bay will bring you 
to Villa Marina, the venue for CAMRA’s 
2010 annual bash.  Turn right here and 
bear left into Derby Road.  A right and 
left again at the top of the hill will find 
you admiring the monumental, redbrick, 
Victorian pile that is the Woodbourne 
Hotel (6) on Alexander Drive.  There is 
a well-appointed corner lounge, a cosy 
snug, a smarter than usual games room 
and tucked away down a few steps to the 
rear, a public bar obviously popular with 
the locals.  Well kept Okell’s Bitter, Mild 
and two guest ales should make up for 
the uphill slog.

The Manor Hotel (7) on School Road, 
Willaston is a 20 minute walk away or 
catch bus 22 or 26A from the nearby 
stop.  Built in 1892 for Mr G A Ring, the 
Manx Attorney-General, the Manor was 
converted to pub use in 1955 and sits in 
a surprisingly green and wooded area.  
Much carved, dark wood panelling graces 
the interior, with leaded windows and a 
splendid stone fireplace, sadly no longer 
in use.  It is a characterful and relaxing 
environment in which to enjoy a pint of 
Okell’s Bitter or (sometimes) a guest ale.

Catch the bus back into town again and 
hop off at the Prospect Hill stop.  Just 
across the road, the porticoed, green 
and crimson frontage of the Prospect 
Hotel (8) beckons, the cavernous, stylish 
interior coming as a bit of a surprise.  
Guest beers announced on a blackboard 
outside the front door accompany Okell’s 
Bitter, and I am told the food offering is 
well regarded.  

Wander downhill and turn right, then left 
into pedestrianised Church Street to find 
the Rover’s Return (9), formerly the 
Albion, with its red umbrella’d, outside 
tables.  Step within and it’s a maze of 
tiny rooms, one a dedicated shrine to 
Blackburn Rovers FC!  Ever popular with 
an eclectic clientele and table football 
players, the Rover’s is the place to go for 
Bushy’s beers (Bitter, Mild, Castletown 
and seasonal brews) together with an 
impressive selection of interesting guests, 
usually from mainland microbrewers.
Continue down Church Street towards 

the marina and tucked up a narrow side 
street just off North Quay is the Saddle 
(10), another popular multi-roomed pub 

with alcove seating and plenty of rustic 
woodwork.  Little changed over many 
years, the Saddle only offers Okell’s Bitter, 
but always in tip-top condition.  Just 
beware the karaoke sessions!

We are nearing the end as we progress 
west along North Quay and stop to admire 
the glazed, green tiled frontage of the 
Bridge (11) and its green canopied 
terrace overlooking the array of bobbing 
yachts.  The inside is less interesting, with 
three adjoining rooms around a central 
serving area, but the Okell’s Bitter is 
usually in good nick.

Finally, a few steps further on finds 
the Railway Hotel (12), a bustling 
harbourside pub handily sited adjacent 
to the station for the Isle of Man (steam) 
Railway.  The modern, open plan interior 
with imaginative lighting incorporates a 
raised seating area affording impressive 
views over the marina, and a games area 
to the rear, complete with pool table.  And 
excellent Okell’s Bitter, Red or, perhaps, 
occasional guest ales can be enjoyed 
while watching the boats or waiting for 
the next train south.

Since 1866 the Isle of Man has been 
a self-governing Crown Dependency, 
overseen by the Tynwald, the world’s 
oldest parliament in continuous existence.  
It is a thriving financial centre, the 
spiritual home of motorcycle road racing 
and has some stunning countryside as 
well as the usual seaside attractions.  But 
it is the three indigenous breweries (the 
third is at the Shore Hotel, Old Laxey, 
where they brew their own Bosun Bitter) 
that help to really bring the island to 
life.  Ellan Vannin, as Manxmen call their 
homeland, is sure to make you very 
welcolme!
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News Brewing
Steve Westby keeps us up to date 
with the microbrewing scene

There are no new local brewers to report in this edition, 
but we do bring news of several that are in the pipeline. 
Firstly, in the last edition we included a beer mat from 

the former Westcrown Brewery in Newark in our “All Our 
Yesterdays” feature. This prompted a phone call from the son 
of one of the founders of the original brewery to say that it 
was making a comeback. This was quickly followed by calls and 
emails from drinkers who had seen a Westcrown beer on sale 
and wanted to know where it came from.
Norman and Alan Rutherford were years ahead of their time 
when, in October 1977, they started production at Newark’s first 
new brewery for over eighty years. A fairly large plant by the 
standard of today’s micro breweries, the Westcrown Brewery 
produced about 90 barrels a week although the capacity was 
quoted as being 300 in some early guides. It was a time when 
no more than a handful of micro breweries had started up and 
many years before there were more than a couple of dozen in 
the whole country. There was just one established brewery in 
Newark at that time, the former Holes Brewery that had been 
taken over by Courage and was producing nothing but fizzy 
keg beers, the second large brewery in town, Warwick’s and 
Richardson’s, having been taken over by John Smiths a few 
years earlier and closed.
Westcrown produced one regular beer, Regal Bitter 1037.5 OG 
(about 3.7%), described in the 1978 Good Beer Guide as being 
medium-light, hoppy and bitter, although a few other beers 
were produced including Regal Conquerer at around 7%. Sadly 
Westcrown lasted only until August 1980 when the plant and 
premises were sold to John Shields of the Priest House Hotel, 
Castle Donington, who renamed it the Priory Brewery. It finally 
closed in August 1983.

But now Alan Rutherford, 
one of the founders of 
Westcrown, is working in 
co-operation with David 
Tizard of the Funfair 
Brewery to re-introduce 
some of Westcrown’s 
original brews.  Both David 
and his assistant brewer, 
David Stevenson are to be 
working alongside Alan and 
his sons Andrew and Stefan 
in this new project.
The first pilot beer is a 
lower strength version 
of Conqueror at 5.2% 
ABV, described as a light 
straw coloured ale with an 
explosion of hop aromas. 
The beer was unveiled at 
the Rutherford’s flagship 
pub, The Queens Head 
in Marlpool, Heanor.  
The Queens, a former 

traditional Shipstones pub, recently reopened following a tasteful 
refurbishment and offers a minimum of fourteen, and sometimes 
more, real ales on tap at any one time. Add to this twenty 
real ciders and it is easy to see why the pub is already proving 
popular with discerning drinkers.
The Westcrown beers are currently being brewed at the Funfair 
Brewery in Ilkeston, but it is intended to establish a new brewery 
to produce them, hopefully later this year. At present a site is 
being sought in the East Midlands and is envisaged that a fairly 
large brewing plant will be installed, possibly 20 barrels in size, 
and this may utilise brand new equipment. 
One disappointment though is that the pump clip for Conqueror 
Bitter does not say where it is brewed, which gave rise to 
the various enquiries that we have already received. As our 
article on page 23 explains, Nottingham CAMRA believes that 
it is important that all beers should indicate where they are 
produced, and an increasing number of drinkers share this view.

Interestingly we believe there is a planning application for a for a 
5-10 barrel brewery at a property next to the Queens Head. But 
we are given to understand that this is a separate venture, as 
yet at an early stage, unconnected with Westcrown. 
Also in the last edition I promised news of a brewery being 
established just a few miles from Nottingham city centre, well 
I can now reveal that it will actually be in Beeston. To be called 
the Reality Brewery, the 2½ barrel, mainly stainless steel, 
plant will, unusually, have conical fermenters rather than the 
more usual open type. Trial brews are currently being produced 
on a small test plant whilst the brewery is being put together 
but it is not expected that beer will go on commercial sale for 
another couple of months. More details next time.

I also brought you news of a new brewery to be installed in a 
National Trust building in Hardwick Village on the Clumber Park 
Estate. It is being set up by Rob Neil of Maypole Brewery, who 
plans to run the two breweries in tandem. During January the 
brewing plant was installed on site, while the National Trust 
continued with work on the building itself, which has to be done 
using traditional techniques and materials. As yet the brewery 
has still not been named but ideas for beers are being developed 
to be named after characters who worked on the Clumber Estate. 
The current thinking is that the brewery will be in production by 
the end of May, just in time for Newark Beer Festival.
Meanwhile our friends at RURAD report in their excellent “Inn 
The Sticks” publication that the new brewery at the Rowditch Inn 
in Derby now has the electrical and water installations complete 
and everything will soon be ready for a test brew. They also 
report that they understand a planning application has been 
submitted to convert part of Mr. Grundy’s on Ashbourne Road, 
Derby into a brewery.
Finally, I also told you last time that we had been tipped off 
about a brewery being installed in the cellars of a well-known 
pub somewhere in the vicinity of our football and cricket 
grounds. Well the company who owns the pub has denied the 
rumours and so it looks as if our gen was incorrect, either that 
or we identified the wrong pub altogether, sorry!

A Beer Reborn
Alan Rutherford founder of the Westcrown Brewery at Newark on 

Head Brewer and 
introducing some of 

exciting new 

an early indicator of a seed 
change in brewing at the time of its establishment in 1976 although 

tainly the largest 
and employed, at the time, states of the art technology including wet 

This legendary 
Micro brewing

t should be remembered that at this 
time the industry was very different with the large brewers having vast 
tied estates and the big brewers able to keep the small man out of the 

The first pilot beer, "Conqueror" a recreation of one of Westcrown's
ale with an explosion 

hop as seen in some of today's most poplar brews.

was born the year Westcrown was 
and 

has been recognised and celebrated for producing a core range of  
innovative beers such as "Blueberry Stout" and "Wall of Death" which 
involved a promotional stunt which saw David actually riding the Wall 

itional ginger ale at 4% 

Both David Tizard and his assistant brewer, 

Visit our website to see our other services at: 
www.enigmaelectronics.com 

Tel: 01159 400 600 

Alarm Systems Supplied and Fitted 
Door Access and Intercom Systems 

All makes serviced 

Electrical Safety Checks carried out on  
Electrical Hand Held and Portable Appliances 

Including Pub and Cellar Equipment 

Public Address systems supplied & fitted 
PA Hire - Beer Festivals, indoor and outdoor 

events 

Electrical Installation work to part P and  
latest 17th edition regulations. Repairs carried 
out on Electrical & Electronic tools/equipment  
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All Our Yesterdays

Beer mat collecting (tegestology) is a popular hobby and rare specimens can change hands for many 
hundreds of pounds. In this short series of All our Yesterdays articles, Nottingham Drinker is 

showcasing examples of interesting mats issued by East Midlands brewers that have long since disappeared.

(Beer mats courtesy of the 
John Westlake collection)

Founded in 1875, the 
fondly remembered 

Home Brewery Ltd. 
of Daybrook was 
acquired by Scottish and 
Newcastle in 1986 and 
finally closed in 1993
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Fare Deals
John Westlake samples some of the places in our area 
where good food and good ale go hand in hand

The red-brick and pantiled Reindeer Inn stands well 
back from the main road through Hoveringham, a quiet 
village in the Trent valley, sandwiched between the river 

and a series of small lakes left behind after gravel extraction.  
There is limited parking at the front, while the rear of the 
premises affords pleasing views across the village cricket pitch 
and the countryside beyond.

Doors either side of the main entrance give access to the bar 
on the left, a cosy affair with well-worn beams, a welcoming log 
fire in winter and rough plaster walls hung with old black and 
white village scenes, whilst to the right, the L-shaped dining 
room is rather more formal with deep brown leather chairs and 
banquette seating.  Handily situated between them, the serving 
area offers handpumped Castle Rock Harvest Pale and Caythorpe 
Stout Fellow from just up the road, together with two ever-
changing guest beers, all in tip-top condition.
The a la carte evening menu is an imaginative and adventurous 
celebration of fresh ingredients, locally sourced wherever 
possible, that certainly sets the digestive juices rising in 
anticipation.  Pink ox heart steak with beetroot, roast garlic and 
horseradish dressing (£4.95) or scallop and black pudding fritters 
with chilli jam (£6.05) are possible starters, to be followed, 
perhaps, by leg of local lamb steak, tabouleh and warm pickled 
vegetables (£12.95) or Nottinghamshire aged beef rib-eye with 
home made fries and Caesar salad (£15.95).  And the dessert 
choice is equally tempting, with such goodies as gooseberry 
crumble with liquorice ice-cream and locally grown berries with 
raspberry sorbet, both at £4.95.  Or how about oat biscuits 
and pickled grapes with a selection of British cheeses, including 
Gubbeens, Godminster, Smoked Arran and Blue Monday?

At lunchtimes, meals are usually served in the bar and choice 
is restricted to the much shorter but no less imaginative, 
constantly changing set lunch menu, almost unbelievably priced 
at £4.95 for one course, £5.95 for two and just one pound more 
for three.  I am nearly lured by the Jerusalem artichoke soup 
to start but instead, plump for chef’s recommended bruschetta 
with aubergine, plum tomato and rocket.  It does not disappoint.  
A small, nicely toasted slice of farmhouse bread has been well 
infused with juicy tomato and a generous dose of garlic, topped 
with warm chunks of roasted aubergine and a quarter plum 
tomato garnished with a little grated cheese, the whole ensemble 
seated on a bed of peppery rocket leaves.  On the side, there is 
a neat wicker basket containing a warmed bread roll and a small 
ceramic pot of salted butter.  A simple dish but with such an 
intensity of flavours I can hardly wait for the main course.
Here, chef Steve Taylor recommends his salmon and smoked 
haddock fishcake, served with champ and pea puree, but on a 
cold winter’s day, my eye has been caught by roast breast of 
pheasant with roast vegetables, Brussels sprouts and a red wine 
gravy.  It is another taste sensation, comprising a column of 
diced butternut squash, celeriac - a much under-rated root veg 
but one of my favourites - with halved sprouts that still retain 
a welcome bit of crunch, all topped with a generous helping of 
succulent, beautifully tender and not too gamey meat.  It has 
been cooked to perfection and the tasty wine gravy is not too 
rich and sets the seal on a brilliantly executed meal.  Indeed, I 
am so encouraged that I cannot resist going the whole hog for 
once and indulging in a third course.
Toffee bread and butter pudding is almost certainly going to be 
a bit too sweet for my liking, but cheese terrine with oat biscuits 
sounds interesting and I don’t have to wait long to find out.  A 
plate soon arrives bearing two amazingly thin and crispy, seed 
encrusted wafer biscuits, lodged against a good slice of cheesy 
terrine and accompanied by a roundel of green-flecked herb 
butter.  There is also a small helping of a stunning and highly 
original, chutney-like creation of sweet diced parsnips in a cider 
dressing.  The terrine itself is equally impressive, with intense 
Blue Stilton creaminess brilliantly counterbalanced by the crunch 
of chopped walnuts.  The whole meal is a triumph and all this, 
including a drink, for less than a tenner.  I doubt that I have ever 
enjoyed better value for money and will certainly be back, if only 
to make sure I have not been imagining things!

Originally a row of farm cottages, it is thought that the 
Waggon and Horses at Bleasby was first converted to pub 
use in the early years of the 19th century.  Located on 

a quiet lane about half a mile south of the railway station and 
enjoying views across the new village green to the pretty parish 
church beyond, for many years it was tied to the Home Brewery 
Company of Daybrook and its successors, but has now been 
completely refurbished and given a new lease of life as a true 
free-house.

The Reindeer Inn
Main Street, Hoveringham, Nottinghamshire, NG14 7JR
Tel: 0115 9663629
www.thereindeerinn.com
Food served Tuesday to Saturday 6.30-9.30 and Wednesday 
to Saturday 12.00-2.00.  Sunday lunch 12.00-4.00
The Waggon and Horses
Gypsy Lane, Bleasby, Nottinghamshire, NG14 7GG
Tel: 01636 830283
Food served Wednesday (Tuesday in summer) to Saturday 
12.00-2.00 and 5.30-8.30.  Sunday lunch: two sittings at 
12.30 and 2.30.

Both Hoveringham and Bleasby can be reached in the daytime 
(not Sunday) on the Premier Travel bus 3 from Lowdham or 
Newark. Bleasby is also accessible by train from Nottingham 
and Newark.
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Fare Deals

The low-slung, white painted exterior is fronted by a small 
beer garden, with a larger area to the rear incorporating 
a conservatory plus ample car parking.  And despite more 
emphasis on food nowadays, every effort has been made to 
ensure that the Waggon and Horses remains, first and foremost, 
a proper village local.  To the right of the main entrance, 
the friendly and welcoming Farmers Bar boasts a piano and 
well-used dartboard, whilst the Village Lounge on the left, 
with its cream and pale salmon decor, also doubles up as the 
dining room.  It is here that I select a small table and admire 
the temporary display of African wildlife pictures by local 
photographer, Roger Bennett, complete with explanatory notes.  
Other local artists’ work in various fields is scheduled to feature 
over the coming months, which all helps to cement the pub’s 
place in the rural community. Landlord Colin Hussey has been 
very impressed by the quality and consistency of beers from 
the Blue Monkey Brewery and now stocks two permanently, 

along with Nottingham Brewery Rock Mild and up to three other 
guest beers, usually from micros.  Settling down with a very 
fine drop of Blue Monkey Original, I redirect my attention away 
from the bar to what the kitchen has to offer.  Wayne Parker, the 
talented young chef, used to work for a large pub group focused 
on factory catering and is now enjoying the freedom to develop 
his own menus, centred on the best of seasonal and, wherever 
possible, locally sourced ingredients.
The more extensive dinner menu includes a starter of home 
made chicken liver and pancetta paté served with caramelised 
red onion chutney, green salad and granary toast (£3.75) to be 
followed, perhaps, by a vegetarian tajine with cucumber and 
mint rathiya (sic), saffron infused rice and pitta bread (£8.50) 
or, for those who prefer their veggies to just play a supporting 
role, how about an eight ounce Trent valley rump steak, hand 
cut chips and salad (£10.50).  A choice of home made sauces: 
peppercorn; Stilton or mushroom, chalks up an extra £1.75.  
Wayne tells me he intends to introduce some hearty farmhouse 
fare such as casseroles and his speciality pies in the near future, 
together with suitably lighter dishes and salads for the summer 
months.
But it is lunchtime and the choice is somewhat shorter, including 
a selection of hot and cold sandwiches.  In addition to the pies, 
Wayne also prides himself on his freshly prepared soups using 
locally grown vegetables (£3.50) and as this is the only starter 
on offer, soup it is going to be.
A generous, piping-hot bowlful soon arrives, laced with a 
swirl of fresh cream and garnished with a sprig of parsley.  
Chunky granary bread and a pot of salted butter complete the 
presentation and I get ready to tuck in.  Outside it is bright but 
decidedly nippy and a nice bowl of warming soup is just what the 
doctor ordered, especially one as tasty as this.

For the main course I am tempted by one of Wayne’s short-
crust pies (£5.50), or even the Blue Monkey beer battered cod 
with real chips and minted mushy peas (£6.25) but after some 
dithering, I eventually decide on a plate of Bleasby bangers and 
mash with red onion gravy (£5.50).
I like a good, firm, meaty sausage and these certainly fit the bill.  
Made not a million miles away by Jacksons Butchers, they burst 
with well seasoned, herby pork flavours and I have no less than 
four, neatly stacked on a bed of creamy mash and encircled by 
a rich and flavoursome gravy from which soft and tangy onion 
slices can be pleasingly trawled.  I am also pleasantly surprised 
to find there is an accompanying side dish of buttered carrot 
batons, green beans and Brussels sprouts, the latter mercifully 
spared the indignity, so often encountered, of being woefully 
overcooked.  Add a good dollop of strong English mustard and it 
is a dish fit for a king, the only minor criticism, if I have to find 
one, being that the beans are a bit on the stringy side.
I forego the profiteroles with warm chocolate sauce (£3.25) and 
equally resist the temptation of homemade crumble with local 
fruit and custard (£2.75), retiring instead to the bar feeling 
satisfyingly replete and very much in need of a brisk stroll.

Newshouse
123, Canal Street, Nottingham

0115 950 2419
(Very close to Nottingham Ice Arena)

A warm welcome from Carole, Bob and Staff
A Real Traditional Pub with Traditional Pub Games

Darts, Bar Billiards, Dominoes, Cribbage, Table Skittles
Big Screen Sky Sports

Hot & cold food served Mon to Sat all day

Opening times
12.00 - 11.00 Sunday - Thursday

12.00 - 12.00 Friday - Saturday

Quiz Night Thurs 9pm

Superb real ales from 
Castle Rock, and Guests

Room hire and buffets 
available for parties of over 

30 people

CAMRA Pub of the Year 2009
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Cooking with Ale and Cider

Method
Preheat oven to 1800 C / Gas Mark 4
Coarsely mince the liver and ox heart (can use 
a food processor) and mix with all the other 
ingredients except the caul fat/bacon, season to 
taste.

Form into balls and wrap with the caul fat or 
bacon, and place in an oven tray, bake for 40-
50mins.
Remove from the tray and keep warm.

For the Gravy

Place the tray on the hob and fry the onions till 
golden brown. Add the flour and cook for 1-2 
mins, then gradually stir in the stock and the 
beer and simmer till thickened. 

Serve with piles of mashed potatoes.

Faggots in Onion and Ale Gravy
Guest Chef Matt Houghton of the Gatehouse, 
Nottingham cooks one of his real ale specials

The Gatehouse at Derby Road island has a brand new menu - and a 
brand new Chef, Matt Houghton. His cooking with ale and cider is a 
joy to behold! Steak and ale pie is made with Phil Darby’s very own 

Nottingham Rock Bitter, and bangers and mash or Nottingham faggots and 
Sunday roasts are served with a real ale and onion gravy. Real beer batter 
is used for fish and onion rings, and there is a barley, root vegetable and 
cider stew, currently being made with Weston’s Old Rosie. There is also an 
ever changing specials board on which he indulges his passion for all things 
alcoholic.

Ingredients

Faggots

250g. lambs liver
1 trimmed, cleaned ox 
heart
250g. mince beef
100g. Bread crumbs
1 diced onion
1 finely chopped garlic 
clove
1 tsp allspice
1 tsp Cayenne pepper

Grating of fresh nutmeg
1 tsp of chopped thyme
Handful of chopped 
parsley
2 tsp chopped sage 
Caul fat or streaky bacon 
to wrap

Onion and Ale Gravy
2 sliced onions 
1 tbs flour
350 ml. beef stock
200 ml. beer (Nottingham 
Rock in our case)
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Pub Call

The Horse and Plough
Long Acre, Bingham, Notts, NG13 8AF

Tel: 01949 839313
www.grillroombingham.com

Open: 11-11 (11.30 Fri-Sat), 12-11 Sun
Lunch served: Tuesday to Saturday 12 – 2.30 (3.00 Sunday)
Dinner served: Tuesday to Saturday 5.30 – 9.15
Buses: Trent-Barton Xpress (Radcliffe Line Eve & Sun)
    Last back to Nottingham midnight
    Premier X1 (Mon-Sat daytime)
Trains: Hourly daytime, less at night. Last back 22.35

Horse and Plough, Bingham - the perfect local 

The Horse and Plough is situated on Long Acre in 
Bingham, a busy market town on the edge of the Vale of 
Belvoir. The building started life as a primitive Methodist 

Chapel in 1818, as witnessed by the stone tablet on the outside 
wall, and has since housed at various times a clothing factory, 
bookmakers, gym and health club and restaurant. It first became 
a pub, The Laughing Cavalier in 1994, only to convert to The 
Cromwell in 1998. The site  was purchased by Karl and Sharon 

Bartsch in 2000 
and renamed the 
Horse and Plough, in 
line with the Horse 
themed names of 
the Bartsch Inns 
Group, the founder 
pub being the Horse 
and Groom, Basford 
and the most recent 
addition the Horse 
Chestnut, Radcliffe 
on Trent. 

This Cask Marque accredited pub serves six cask ales and a 
draught cider, regulars being Deuchars IPA and Charles Wells 
Bombardier, with the four ever changing guest beers ranging 
from local brews to those sourced from all around the British 
Isles. The Horse and Plough has been in the CAMRA Good Beer 
Guide since 2003, and was the first Bingham pub to feature in 
the guide for nearly 20 years. The same year The Horse and 
Plough was voted Morning Advertiser Free House Pub of the Year. 
It has been awarded the Vale of Belvoir CAMRA POTY in 2007 
and 2010 and has always enthusiastically supported CAMRA 
campaigns, three times being voted as Best Mild on the annual 
VoB Camra Mild Trail”.

Upstairs at The Horse 
and Plough is the 
newly refurbished 
Grill Room. Head Chef 
Stewart Watson uses 
locally sourced seasonal 
ingredients to combine 
a modern British grill 
menu with a fresh, 
European twist. The 
aim is to offer relaxed 
service and quality food 
with great wines and 

beers. They serve a traditional Sunday lunch with a selection of 
roast beef, pork or chicken with home made Yorkshire pudding, 
roast potatoes and seasonal vegetables and a weekly fish or 
vegetarian option is available.
Downstairs at the bar fresh home made food is available 
between 12.30 and 2.30pm when there is a selection of daily 
hot specials and freshly prepared baguettes and ‘melts’, and in 

the evenings from 5.30pm to 9pm traditional pub food is served, 
including the “Famous Five” special offers and “Horse and Plough 
Wednesday”. 

Licensee (and legendary cellarman!) Alan Mearns has been 
involved in the pub trade since 1981, originally in Dorset  and 
then moving up to Nottinghamshire. Previous pubs include the 
Golden Fleece, Mansfield Road and then onto the Horse and 
Groom, Basford, having worked for Bartsch Inns for the past 
14 years. He has been at the  Horse and Plough since day one!  
We asked him about his influences during his years in the trade 
and he simply said that he has “worked with some very good 
people and always taken on board how they have conducted 
themselves and 
dealt with others”. 
He bases his beer 
buying decisions on 
quality, consistency 
and price and his aim 
is to serve the beers 
at the bar the way 
the brewer wants 
them to be. He won’t 
order a beer without 
speaking to the 
brewer in person, 
so sales reps be 
warned! He often works closely with brewers and one of the 
recent very popular beers, Belvoir Dambuster, was as a result 
of a collaboration with Colin Brown, originally brewed specially 
for the Bartsch Inns D-Day celebrations and has proved so 
successful  that it has since been a regular at the pub. 
Frequent charity quizzes are held, with funds being raised 
for local causes as well as regular donations made to the Air 
Ambulance, Guide Dogs for the Blind and The RNLI. Featured at 
certain places around the pub are brass plaques, put up at the 
request of family and friends of regulars who have passed away, 
at their favourite spot at the bar. It is clear that the Horse and 
Plough is that very special thing to a lot of people - the perfect 
local pub. 
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Tales from the North

Churchills Pub and Dining has opened 
in the centre of Kimberley (formerly 
Dillingers). The pub has a new look 

and operates a dress code – no track suits, 
base ball caps etcetera and for real ale 
drinkers a choice of four cask ales. The beer 
range varies and often includes a local beer 
– on my recent visit it was Funfair’s Wall 
of Death (6.0% ABV). The pub is open 11-

10.30 Mon-Thur; 11-12 Fri & Sat and 11-8 on Sunday.

Churchills boasts an impressive menu and upstairs (on two 
separate levels) is a comfortable and open dining area. Food 
is served 12-9 Mon – Thur; 12-10 Fri & Sat and 12-4 pm on 
Sunday.  Senior citizens are also catered for with their own menu 
available Monday to Saturday. Nottingham Drinker wishes Ian 
Tolson and his staff well with Churchills, which provides a new 
and different venue to pubs in the area. 

The Queens Head, Watnall had a successful ‘Beer in the Tent’ 
Festival in early December and saw the majority of the twenty 

Andrew Ludlow reports from the Frozen North
plus beers consumed over the four day event. Blue Monkey’s 
BG Sips was the first beer to go, followed closely by Castle 
Rock’s Harvest Pale, again showing that drinkers do enjoy locally 
brewed beers. Pictures from the Festival can be seen on their 
web site: thequeensheadwatnall.co.uk
The Bentinck Club in Hucknall having served a number of 
LocAle beers, decided to have one brewed exclusively for the 
club. Holland Brewery of Kimberley obliged and brewed a rather 
impressive 4.8% ABV beer called Dutchess (named after the 
Bar Manager). The beer proved a great success and Teresa, Bar 
Manager, informed me that it will be back on some time in the 

New Year. She explained that the club will continue with its policy 
of ever-changing beers although she is looking forward to the 
next cask of Dutchess.
If you have any information relating to pubs in ‘the north’ please 
contact me at andrewludlow@nottinghamcamra.org.

The Woodlark Inn, Lambley
Church Street, Lambley, Nottingham NG4 4QB. Tel 0115 931 2535

Fine traditional ales

Good freshly-cooked 
food daily and 

additional Steak Bar 
Fri - Sat

Folk night every 
other Monday

Special offer Tuesday - Thursday evenings: 3 courses £11.95

Copper Dragon Bitter now always available!

New chef 

New menu





Name…………...........................………………………….

Address……………..........................……………………..

…………………………………….........................………..

Postcode………………………….........................……….

Email address………………………........................…….

Visit any of the pubs above and buy a half 
or a pint of Stout or Porter and fill in the date 
visited and the beer name above. You need 

to visit a minimum of six different pubs. 

How to do 
the Stroll

In your opinion which pub served the best Stout or Porter 

…………...........................……………….............………….

In your opinion which pub had the best Stout & Porter display 

.................……………..........................……………………..

Send your form to the address below by 3rd April 2010
Stout and Porter Stroll
Nottingham CAMRA
13 Amersham Rise
Aspley
Nottingham     NG8 5QL

Pub Address Post code Tel No Opening Times How to get there Date Visited Beer

Bell Inn 18 Angel Row, Nottingham NG1 6HL 0115 9475241 11-11.30 Mon - Sat, 11-11 Sun
(May open later if there is trade) Near the Market Square

Sir John Borlase Warren 1 Ilkeston Road, Canning Circus NG7 3GD 0115 9474247 12-12 Mon - Thur, 12-1am Fri & Sat
12-11 Sun Any bus to Canning Circus

Bread and Bitter 153 Woodthorpe Drive, Mapperley NG3 5JL 0115 9607541 10-11 Mon - Wed, 10-12 Thur - Sat
11-11 Sun NCT bus 45 to Mapperley shops

Bridge at Gamston Radcliffe Road, Gamston NG2 6NR 0115 9813641 12-11 Mon - Sat, 12-10.30 Sun Trent Barton Radcliffe Line

Bunkers Hill 36 Hockley, Nottingham NG1 1FP 0115 9100114 12-11 Mon - Thur, 12-12 Fri & Sat
12-10.30 Sun Next to the Ice Arena

Canalhouse  48-52 Canal Street, Nottingham NG1 7EH 0115 9555060 12-11 Mon - Wed, 12-12 Thur
12-1am Fri & Sat, 12-10.30 Sun Near Broadmarsh centre on the canal waterfront

Crown Church Street, Beeston NG9 1FY 0115 9254738 11-11.30 Mon - Sat, 12-11 Sun Near Beeston bus station, NCT 13 & 36, Trent Barton Indigo

Fox & Crown 33 Church Street, Old Basford NG6 0GA 0115 9422002 12 - 12 Mon - Sun Basford Tram Stop or NCT 70, 71, 72 bus

Gatehouse Tollhouse Hill, Nottingham NG1 5FS 0115 9473952 11-11 Mon - Thur, 11-12 Fri & Sat
12-10.30 Sun Junction of Maid Marian Way and Parliament Street

Globe 152, London Road, Nottingham NG2 3BQ 0115 9866881 11.30-11 Mon - Thur, 11-12 Fri &  Sat, 
12-11 Sun NCT Green Line bus (not No 11) opposite Meadow Lane footbridge

Hand and Heart 65-67 Derby Road, Nottingham NG1 5BA 0115 9582456 4-12 Mon - Thur, 12-2 Fri & Sat
12-10.30 Sun Between Maid Marian Way and Canning Circus

Horse & Groom 462 Radford Road, Basford NG7 7EA 0115 9703777 12-11 Sun - Thur, 11-11.30 Fri & Sat Shipstone Street tram stop (Radford Rd stop to Nottm) or Your Bus 80, 81

Horse & Jockey 1 Mill Street, Basford NG6 0JW 0115 9787883 11-11 Mon - Sat, 12-11 Sun David Lane tram stop

Kean’s Head 46 St Mary’s Gate, Lace Market NG1 1QA 0115 9474052 11.30-11 Mon - Thur, 11.30-12.30 Fri & 
Sat, 12-10.30 Sun Off High Pavement, opposite St Mary’s Church

King William IV Eyre Street Street, Nottingham NG2 4PB 0115 9589864 12-11 Mon - Thur, 11-11 Fri & Sat
12-11 Sun Junction with Manvers Street, near Carlton Rd, just up from the Ice Arena

Langtry’s 2 South Sherwood Street, Nott’m NG1 4BY 0115 9472124 11-11 Mon - Sat, 12-10.30 Sun Opposite the Theatre Royal

Lincolnshire Poacher 161 Mansfield Road, Nottingham NG1 3FR 0115 9411584 11-11 Mon - Wed, 11-12 Thur - Sat
12-11 Sun Also rear entrance off North Sherwood Street

The Lion 44 Mosley Street, New Basford NG7 7FQ 0115 9703506 12-11 Mon - Wed, 12-12 Thurs - Sat, 
12-10.30 Sun Shipstone Street tram stop (Radford Rd stop to Nottm) or Your Bus 80, 81

The Moot 27c Carlton Road, Nottingham NG3 2DL 0115 9504170 12 - 12 Mon - Sun NCT Lilac line 25 & 27 & 100 bus, just up from the Ice Arena

Newshouse 123 Canal Street, Nottingham NG1 7HB 0115 9502419 12-11 Sun - Thur, 12-12 Fri & Sat Near Broadmarsh shopping centre, Station Street tram stop

The Plough 17 St Peter’s Street, Radford NG7 3EN 0115 9702615 12 - 12 Mon - Sun NCT Pink Line or Trent Barton Rainbow 2, alight at junction with Triumph Rd

Queen Adelaide 99 Windmill Lane, Sneinton NG3 2BH 0115 9580607 12 - 11 Sun - Fri, 9-11 Sat Walk up Walker Street from Carlton Road and turn left at the top

Reindeer Main Street, Hoveringham NG14 7GR 0115 9663629 5-11.30 Mon & Tue, 12-2 & 5-11.30 
Wed - Fri, 12-11.30 Sat & Sun

Train to Thurgarton railway station and then a mile walk along Station Road or
 Pathfinder 100 bus to Lowdham and Premiere PRN 3 bus to Hoveringham

Roundhouse Royal Standard Place, Nottingham NG1 6FS 0115 9240120 10-11 Mon - Sat, Closed Sun Uphill from the Castle

Royal Children 50A Castle Gate, Nottingham NG1 7AT 0115 9580207 12-12 Sun - Thur, 12-1am Fri & Sat Off Maid Marian Way

Salutation Hounds Gate, Nottingham NG1 7AA 0115 9881948 12-12 Sun - Thur, 12-2am Fri & Sat On Maid Marian Way

Stratford Haven 2 Stratford Road, West Bridgford NG2 6BA 0115 9825981 10.30-11 Mon - Wed, 10.30-12 Thur - 
Sat, 12-11 Sun NCT Green line 6, 7, 8, 9 bus, near the Co-op

Test Match Gordon Square, West Bridgford NG2 5LP 0115 9811481 11-11 Mon, 11-11.30 Tue - Thur
11-12 Fri & Sat, 12-11 Sun NCT Green line 6, 7, 8, 9 bus

Trent Navigation 17 Meadow Lane, Nottingham NG2 3HS 0115 9862320 11.30-10.30 Sun - Mon, 11.30-11 Tue-
Thur, 11.30-1am Fri & Sat NCT Green Line, Trent Barton bus to West Bridgford, walk over canal

Vat & Fiddle 12 Queensbridge Road, Nott’m NG2 1NB 0115 9850611 11-11 Mon - Thur, 11-12 Fri & Sat
12-11 Sun Opposite Nottingham railway station

Victoria 85 Dovecote Lane, Beeston NG9 1JG 0115 9254049 10.30-11 Mon - Sat, 12-11 Sun Next to Beeston railway station, NCT 13 or Trent Barton 18
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Stouts and Porters – a history
Porter was a London style that turned the brewing industry 
upside down early in the 18th century. It was a dark brown 
beer – 19th century versions became jet black – that was 
originally a blend of brown ale, pale ale and ‘stale’ or well-
matured ale. It acquired the name Porter as a result of 
its popularity among London’s workers who carried goods 
around the City. There was no mechanised transport and 
horses were expensive so goods and supplies were simply 
carried around by these porters. 

The strongest versions of Porter were known as Stout 
Porter, reduced over the years to simply Stout. Such vast 
quantities of Porter and Stout flooded into Ireland from 
London and Bristol that a Dublin brewer named Arthur 
Guinness decided to fashion his own interpretation of the 
style. The beers were strong – 6% for Porter, 7% or 8% 
for Stout. Guinness in Dublin blended some unmalted 
roasted barley and in so doing produced a style known as 
Dry Irish Stout. Restrictions on making roasted malts in 
Britain during World War One led to the demise of Porter 
and Stout and left the market to the Irish. 

In recent years, smaller craft brewers in Britain have 
rekindled an interest in the style, though in keeping with 
modern drinking habits, strengths have been reduced. Look 
for profound dark and roasted malt character with raisin 
and sultana fruit, espresso or cappuccino coffee, liquorice 
and molasses, all underscored by hefty hop bitterness. 
Porters are complex in flavour, range from 4% to 6.5% 
and are typically black or dark brown; the darkness comes 
from the use of dark malts unlike stouts which use roasted 
malted barley. Stouts can be dry or sweet and range from 
4% to 8% ABV.

The Stout and Porter Stroll expands again
We are now up to thirty-one pubs, an increase of 30% 
over last year. This is the sixth Nottingham CAMRA Stout 
and Porter event and it is becoming more popular every 
year. It’s three weeks of campaigning in order to promote 
two of the oldest beer styles still drunk in Britain today.

The Stroll will take place from Saturday, 6th March through 
to Saturday, 27th March 2010. To support them, just visit 
the pubs to find out what is available; many outlets will 
be stocking several different beers throughout the stroll. 
Once you have sampled your chosen tipple, fill in the sheet 
overleaf with the date and the name of the beer sampled. 
Once you’ve visited six pubs you can enter our prize draw. 
The prizes are bottles of, would you believe, stout or porter. 
Of course you can continue until you have visited all thirty-
one pubs on the stroll - what could be simpler? 

Look out for Sooty Stout from Nottingham Brewery; 
Raptor from Castle Rock, their wildlife beer, a stout; Melton 
Mowbray Oatmeal Stout from Belvoir Brewery; Stout Fellow 
from Caythorpe; Railway Porter from Brunswick; Black 
Pearl from Milestone; Puritans Porter from Springhead 
and many other stouts and porters that will be available 
throughout the trail.

Please note that all beers are subject to availability, please 
bear with the pubs, the beer might have just gone or the 
next one might not be quite ready. Also, all the pubs were 
asked at the beginning of January, circumstances at the 
pub may have changed, new landlord, the pub owning 
company may have changed their mind as to what they 
want on the bar. If no Stout or Porter is on offer, please 
accept the apology of Nottingham CAMRA in advance, 
some things are beyond our control!
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LocAle

Director of Marston’s Beer Company, said: “We are delighted 
to welcome Ringwood to Marston’s. We plan to develop its 
excellent brands as part of our strategy to meet consumer 
demand for premium ales with local provenance and 
heritage.”
Given the confusing story above how can Marstons claim to have 
a strategy for local provenance, when customers will struggle 
to find out where most of their beers are brewed? Why produce 
beers pretending to come from breweries that are long closed? 
Why intimate that core Jennings, Ringwood and Wychwood real 
ales are only brewed at the named breweries but their monthly 
beers may be brewed elsewhere depending on demand? 
There is a simple answer to all of this: why not instigate a strict 
policy that beers will only carry the name of the brewery where 
they are produced? So if a Ringwood monthly beer is brewed 
at Marstons, why not call it a Marstons beer? Why not call a 
beer Banks’s Old Baily rather than try to pretend the Mansfield 
brewery still exists? Let’s stop playing at provenance guys and 
start doing it properly.
So what are they proud to make in Wakefield then? It’s the real 
thing, it’s Coca Cola!

Made in Wakefield and Proud of It! 

That was the message emblazoned across a full-page 
advert in one of the quality Sunday’s just before Christmas 
complete with a photograph of some of the company’s 

proud workers. It is further evidence that customers want to 
know where products are produced, so that they can make 
informed decisions about whether they wish to buy them or 
not. Increasingly this means that customers can then choose to 
support local businesses, to buy products that are made to local 
tastes and to help both the local economy and the environment. 
So what is made in Wakefield then? If you are intrigued to learn 
what Wakefieldians are so proud of, the answer is at the foot 
of this article, although we are not sure you will necessarily be 
rushing out to buy the product.
But when you are talking about beer it is not as easy as it might 
appear to tell where a beer is brewed. You would think the name 
of the brewery would tell you all you need to know, but sadly 
that is often very far from the reality. To illustrate the point we 
will take a look at Marstons. Let’s start with a bit of a history 
lesson first though as it might just explain some of the confusion 
and then again it might not! 
Wolverhampton and Dudley Breweries Ltd. were best known 
for Banks’s beers brewed at what was then their only brewery, 
in Wolverhampton, having closed the Julia Hanson brewery in 
1992. They then bought the very profitable Mansfield Brewery 
in 1999 and closed it in 2001. In 1999 they also purchased 
Marstons of Burton on Trent, but actually broke their duck by 
not closing it down (well not yet anyway). In 2005 they bought 
Jennings of Cockermouth and in 2007 Ringwood in Hampshire 
and Wychwood (which also brews beers under the name of 
the closed Brakspears brewery of Henley) in Oxfordshire were 
purchased. During all this activity they bought the Eldridge Pope 
pub company, which had closed its Dorchester brewery a few 
years earlier and at some point the company name was changed 
from Wolverhampton and Dudley to Marstons plc. Confused? 
– You will be!
We understand that all core Jennings, Ringwood, and Wychwood 
(including Brakspears) real ales are only brewed at the 
named breweries but their monthly beers may be brewed 
elsewhere depending on demand. However all of the 
Wychwood/Brakspear beers are trunked up from the brewery at 
Witney in Oxfordshire to the Marstons Brewery in Burton to be 
racked into casks. Wychwood Hobgoblin for bottling is brewed at 
Banks’s in Wolverhampton. 
Mansfield Cask continues to be brewed at Banks’s brewery and 
the company also brews a number of beers under contract, 
notably draught Bass as well as Ansell’s Mild and Greenall 
Whitley beers (two other long closed breweries). If all that lot 
isn’t confusing enough they are planning to bring out a series 
of seasonal beers during this year, many bearing the name of 
closed breweries. These include Hansons Mild, Ushers Founders 
Ale, Mansfield Riding Bitter and Old Baily and Morrells Oxford 
Blue and Varsity. But the most confusing of these is Burtonwood 
Top Hat as the Burtonwood Brewery in Warrington still produces 
beers but not under the Burtonwood name!
Just to confuse things further, back in November Jennings 
was a victim of the storms that rocked the Lake District and 
the brewery found itself under five feet of water, meaning 
that brewing had to stop. As we went to press it was looking 
as if brewing was about to resume but in the meantime all 
Jennings beers, including guests, were brewed by Banks in 
Wolverhampton except Snecklifter that was brewed on the 
Marstons plant in Burton. Marstons say that all publicans were 
informed of this and pump clip crowners were supplied to 
indicate this to the customers, although nobody can recall seeing 
any in the Nottingham area.
When Marstons bought Ringwood they said, “This transaction 
is consistent with Marston’s strategy of developing a 
portfolio of well-established premium regional beer 
brands to complement the core Marston’s range” The 
statement, still available on their web site, went on to say, 
“Commenting on the acquisition Alistair Darby, Managing 

It’s The Real (Local) Thing – or is it?

Newly Refurbished Royal Oak Pub 
and Kitchen, Radcliffe On Trent. 
Impressive, locally focused, but with 
a big disappointment 

The Royal Oak sits right in the centre of Radcliffe on 
Main Road and for several years now it had operated 
as a basic local, with no food offering but a reasonable 

choice of beers always including a local brew. Several 
months ago it closed and underwent a major refurbishment, 
reopening just before Christmas. It is now operated by the 
Moleface Pub Company who also run the Larwood and Voce, 
The Wollaton and the Lord Nelson in Burton Joyce. They have 
certainly made a superb job of transforming the inside into 
a warm and welcoming pub, making better use of space by 
knocking down walls but still leaving several discrete areas.
Given its extended name with “Pub and Kitchen” being 
added, you will not be surprised that the emphasis is on food 
although not totally at the expense of drinkers as a fair sized 
bar area remains. We had booked a meal and the staff were 
efficient and friendly, dressed in smart uniforms, apart from 
the guy who seemed to be in charge who, quite oddly, was 
dressed in scruffy jeans!
The menu was quite impressive although we thought it 
seemed a few pounds on the pricey side, however when the 
food arrived it was exceptionally good and we started to think 
that the higher prices were perhaps not unwarranted. But 
it is the actual menu itself that is worthy of extra comment. 
Alongside most of the dishes was a note detailing from where 
each of the food items had been sourced, mostly from local 
farms, butchers and even cheese makers. Overleaf was a map 
showing where the suppliers were actually located which we 
thought was very commendable. We certainly agreed that the 
new Royal Oak was very worth recommending as a destination 
for a meal.
But, yes I am afraid there is a “but”, it was the real ales that 
let the pub down. The three beers on sale were Adnams Bitter, 
which was in very good condition, Batemans Rosey Nosey and 
Black Sheep Bitter. We found it very disappointing indeed that 
there was not one local beer on sale. For a place that does so 
well to shout out the local credentials of its food it is letting 
the side down by not serving a local brew. It is a snub to our 
excellent local breweries to ignore them in this way, and the 
pub did always serve a local beer in the past. In fact it was 
in our LocAle scheme, an accreditation that we will sadly now 
have to withdraw. So come on guys, get it sorted please.

LocAle newcomers
We would like to welcome the Dunkirk Inn, Montpelier Road, 
the Lakeside, Mansfield Rd. and the Royal Children, Maid 
Marian Way to the LocAle scheme - do support them!
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Brewery Visit

Original Stout �.0%

A classic English stout and winner of 
a bronze award in the SIBA national 
competition. Made from pale, wheat 
and chocolate malts and roasted 
barley along with Northern Brewer 
and Saaz hops.

Chocolate Orange Stout �.0%

A traditional stout with a twist, and 
a bronze medal winner in Champion 
Beer of Britain. Made with pale, 
wheat, Munich and chocolate malts, 
roast barley, orange essence and 
vanilla. The hops are Fuggles, Bobek 
and Saaz. 

Barnes Wallace �.1%

Named after the Ripley born inventor 
of the bouncing bomb this is a 
traditional copper coloured bitter. It 
is made with pale, crystal and wheat 
malts and hopped with Northern 
Brewer and Bobek.

Samuel Slater �.2%

Born in Belper, Samuel Slater went to 
the States where he is known as the 
father of the Industrial Revolution. 
The beer is brewed with pale, crystal 
and caramalt along with Nugget and 
Cascade hops

Imperial IPA 6.5%

A proper full-strength IPA! Pale, 
crystal and wheat malts are used in 
combination with Nugget, Bobek and 
English Golding hops.

Regular Brews

Amber Ales Brewery is located on a small industrial 
estate on the outskirts of Ripley, between the villages of 
Hammersmith and Pentrich. It can normally be reached 

by a Doyle’s 148 bus from Ripley or Alfreton - handy if you want 
to take advantage of their off-sales service (Thursday and Friday 
2pm to 6pm; Saturday 10am to 1pm - bottled beer and polypins 
on sale). However, you will see from the photograph that I 
visited during the big freeze - and the bus was diverted! All 
was well, though, as the very helpful driver gave me directions 
and dropped me off at the end of Butterley Lane from where 
I enjoyed a stroll through the crisp snow past the frozen-over 
reservoir to reach Asher Lane.
Owner and brewer Pete Hounsell told me that he opened the 
brewery “in a moment of madness” in September 2006, but 
he has never looked back and now brews ten barrels a week, 
has a part time employee, and has opened a tied house in 
Ripley! A chemical engineer by trade, Pete left to become an IT 
consultant, got bored with sitting behind a computer all day, and 
went for it! At first he only brewed at weekends, but soon won 
his first award with Amber Pale at Tamworth Beer Festival. Now 
he is full time, and moved, in July of last year to larger premises 
on the same estate. He hopes to double his current output as the 
brewery becomes better-known. 
Ingredients
The water is from good old Severn Trent - but enriched with 
Burtonising salts. Maris Otter malt is sourced from Warminster 
Maltings, one of the few remaining traditional floor maltings 
in the country, and whole leaf hops are from Charles Faram in 
Newland in the Malvern Hills. The dried yeast is from Fermentis of 
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Regular Brews

Brewery Visit

Saison 6%
A Belgian style Saison beer, this 
seasonal beer is only brewed in 
Spring. It is made from pale malt and 
caramalt and hopped with Bobek and 
Saaz. Coriander seed and Curaçao 
orange peel are added, and it is 
fermented with a Belgian ale yeast.
Blonde 3.9%

A seasonal brew for the Summer, this 
is a pale, easy drinking session beer. 
Only pale malt is used, and the hops 
are Saaz, Hallertauer and Liberty

Summer Bock �.5%

A seasonal ale in the style of a dark 
lager. Pale, crystal, Munich and 
chocolate malts are used, along with 
Saaz and Hallertauer hops.

Amber Pale �.�%

An Autumn seasonal beer, this is a 
classic English ale. Pale and crystal 
malt are used, and fresh, green 
Golding hops impart a fantastic 
flavour and aroma.

Winter Ruby 5.1%

Pete describes this as “a dark, fireside 
ale”. Pale, crystal and chocolate 
malts are used, and it is hopped with 
Northern Brewer for bitterness and 
Saaz for aroma.

Marcq-en-Barœul, near Lille in France, and is actually described 
as an “American Ale Yeast”. It is cropped from brew to brew and 
replenished with dried product on a regular basis to avoid any 
infection

Real Ale in a Bottle
Five of the regular beers are also supplied in a bottle-conditioned 
version, obtainable from the brewery at the times listed above. 
They are Original Stout, Imperial IPA, Blonde, Amber Pale and 
Winter Ruby.

The Talbot Tap House
Located on Butterley Hill in Ripley and just a short walk from the 
R1 bus stop, the brewery’s tied house is an absolute haven for the 
traditionalist. There’s no music, no TV, no electronic games - just 
good conversation. There’s no ersatz British brewed lagers and 
keg beers - all the carbonated products are imported from quality 
continental brewers (except Freedom Lager) There is a bank of 
handpumps dispensing a range of Amber beers, usually including 
a seasonal and  an experimental brew. There are up to four real 
ciders and perries.There are oversized, lined glasses to ensure 
you really do get a pint (or half). There is a “try before you buy” 
policy and a 20p a pint, 10p a half CAMRA discount. And above 
all, there is a freshness guarantee - no beer will ever be left on 
service for more than five days!
Other regular outlets 
One or more Amber beer is normally available at the George, 
Ripley, the Corner Pin, Westwood, the Temple Inn, Matlock Bath, 
the Hope and Anchor, Wirksworth, the Victoria, Alfreton, the 
George and Dragon, Belper and the Flowerpot, Derby.

The Talbot Tap House bar

The brewery bar
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The City Page

There are many good reasons to 
visit ‘incredible India’, as the tourist 
authorities have dubbed it, but beer 

might not readily spring to mind as being 
one of them.  However, within the last 
twelve months or so, the microbrewing 
revolution has finally impacted on the 
sub-continent and there are now two 
venues on the outskirts of Delhi that are 
well worth checking out.
The Galaxy building comprises a five 
star hotel, shopping mall and restaurant 
complex in Gurgaon, a rapidly developing 
commercial district some 15 kilometres 

south-west of the city centre.  Just before 
last Christmas, the owners took the brave 
step of opening India’s first brewpub, 
having managed to overcome the almost 
unimaginable layers of bureaucracy 
that only Indian government officials 
could invent.  Located on the first floor, 
Howzatt, as the name might suggest, is 

unashamedly a sports bar dedicated to 
all things cricket, from a fine collection of 
prints and photographs to the bar stools 
with legs resembling bales and comfy, 
maroon leather chairs like giant wicket 
keeper’s gloves.
The impressive, Chinese built, stainless 
steel brew-house is clearly visible behind 
a glass screen and here they produce 

three varied beers, all at a strength of 5.5 
percent alcohol by volume, using imported 
malt alongside Saaz and Hallertau hops 
from Germany. 
Doosra is a crisp, straw coloured premium 
lager with a refreshingly dry, hoppy 
palate, nicely balanced by biscuity malt 
undertones.  It is an ideal thirst-quencher 
for the hot summer months in this part of 
the world.
Googly, a well-crafted, slightly hazy gold 
weizen made with a percentage of malted 
wheat in the mash, is much fruitier on the 
tongue with distinct hints of bananas and 
vanilla, whilst the amber hued Bouncer 
is altogether sweeter, with a gentle, 
almost medicinal hop tartness more 
than offset by bonfire toffee and caramel 
flavours, underscored with just a hint of 
butterscotch.  Not surprisingly, a three 
glass introductory sampling tray comes in 
the form of a miniature cricket bat.
Dr Karippa, the Indian brewmaster, has 
over 35 years experience in the industry, 
having qualified in Paraguay and since 
worked with major brewers both in India 
and Europe prior to taking the helm at 
Howzatt.  And there is no doubt that his 
experience shines through in the very 
quaffable beers produced here.
Coincidentally, Delhi’s second 
microbrewery is not far away at the 
Ambience Mall, a new, multi-story 
shopping centre, where it occupies 
a sizeable portion of the top floor.  
Rockman’s Beer Island opened in March 
2009 and is a decidedly German affair, 
even down to the typically hearty menu.  

The expensive looking, copper brewing 
kettles were fabricated in Bamberg and 
brewmaster Paul Hubmann trained in 
Germany before going on to gain a wealth 
of experience around the globe. 
 “All our ingredients are imported from 
Germany”, he tells me proudly.  “We 

A good curry after a few beers is traditional, but in India you can 
now get a good beer after a few curries, as John Westlake discovered

produce four beers using a variety of 
malts together with Hallertau hops and 
a Bamberg style smoked beer is in the 
pipeline too”.  All the beers undergo at 
least two weeks cold maturation before 
dispense and check in at 4.5 percent, 
except the Strong Lager, which has two 
percent more poke to it.
The straw coloured Pils is easily their best 
seller, with tangy hops dominating a full-
bodied, refreshing palate followed by a 
dry, fruity finish.
Fruity hop flavours and hints of vanilla 
and bubblegum are the hallmark of 
the Weiss, a classic wheat beer in the 
Bavarian style that would give Paulaner 
or Schneider a good run for their money, 
whilst the tawny hued Schwarz (Dark) 
has powerful toffee and caramel notes 
continuing into an extended, bittersweet 
finish.
Last but by no 
means least is the 
aforementioned Strong 
Lager, a rich and 
warming brew with a 
deep amber presence 
derived from the use of 
Munich and caramalt in 
the mash.  The palate 
is an exquisite balance 
of tart, resiny hops and 
juicy malt culminating 
in a long, semi-dry, 
fruity hop finish that 
just begs to be followed 
by another steinfull.
These are stunning 
beers by any standards 
and a very welcome, if wholly unexpected, 
surprise in a city where, outside of the big 
hotels, finding a beer at all can be quite 
a challenge.  Paul tells me that they now 
plan to open a second outlet in Mumbai 
and who knows where might be next.   
Incredible India indeed!
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Looking back at the 70s

trade , where you had to offer a better 
deal, for example lower prices and other 
incentives, which you hoped were more 
attractive than those offered by other 
breweries.
A tenant was self-employed, bought the 
fixtures and fittings of  the property, such 
as bar counter, backfitting, fixed seating, 
furniture, carpets etc. The freehold, that 
is the building, belonged to the brewery.  
The tenant paid a rent and was tied to 
buy all wet stock from the brewery but 
was responsible for their own payment of  
gas, electricity, water rates etc.

The average ‘ingoing’ for the F & F, 
payable to the outgoing tenant, was 
between £3,000 and £4,000 plus stock.  
The lowest annual rent was £96 – (yes, 
that is not a misprint - eight pounds per 
month!), the most expensive being £600 
per annum.  This amount applied to only 
two tenancies; The Vale, Woodthorpe and 
The Hemlockstone, Wollaton Vale.  These 
were the two top performing tenancies, 
both exceeding 30 barrels a week on beer 
sales alone (a barrel being 36 gallons 
- not the 9 gallon ones to which we often 
refer today).  On top of this, add bottled 
beers, minerals and wines and spirits.  
Can you imagine any pub today selling 
8,000 pints of beer a week, particularly 
when all you can offer is mild, bitter, keg 
bitter and lager?.  Home Brewery, in fact, 
did not even introduce draught lager 
until the mid 70s and did not sell draught 
Guinness at all in those days.  It is even 
more amazing when you consider pubs 
were only open from 10.30 - 2.30 and 
6.00 – 10.30 weekdays, and on Sundays 
from 12 – 2.00 and 7.00 – 10.30.
It was considered that about 10 barrels 
per week was about the average.  At 
numerous country pubs the barrelage 
was so low it was not possible to make 
a living, in which case the husband had 
a day job and his wife ran the pub at 
lunchtime.  They ran it together in the 
evenings and at weekends.  Staff was a 
luxury they could not afford.  Even when 
such a tenancy became available, there 
was no shortage of applicants.
This makes an interesting comparison 
with today.  In the busier pubs, often at 

lunchtimes, but certainly in the evenings, 
both the licensee and his wife worked the 
bars, usually the licensee in the public 
bar and his wife in the lounge.  Later in 
the evenings, when the staff came on 
duty, the tenant and his wife would come 
round to the customers side and socialise 
with the regulars.  This is very rarely 
seen today.  In fact, how often do you see 
the licensee in the pub? When I was in a 
very busy pub recently, the sole barmaid 
was struggling badly to serve numerous 
customers.  The licensee happened to 
come through the door from his upstairs 
flat, walked the length of the servery to a 
storeroom and on leaving it retraced his 
steps and disappeared through the door 
back to his flat.  He was well aware of the 
situation but made absolutely no effort 
to rectify it.  I had expected him to stop 
and help the barmaid by serving some 
of the waiting customers, but he showed 
no interest whatsoever in his staff or his 
clientele.
The cost of a barrel of bitter was 
approximately £50 and a pint sold at 
something like 25p (inflation was not rife 
back in the 70s).  Being the tenant of a 
busy pub was a licence to print money.  
The sensible ones invested it wisely, 
buying houses and renting them out, 
which included safe-guarding their futures 
by quite often paying off the mortgage 
on their own house before they retired, 
plus having other houses to sell.  The less 
wise spent their profits on several exotic 
holidays each year and the foolish few 
literally hid their cash under the bed, then 
found they had insufficient funds in the 
their accounts to pay the Inland Revenue, 
Customs and Excise (VAT) and sometimes 
even the brewery.  One such licensee who 
was unable to pay his brewery account, 
once admitted to me, after submitting his 
notice, “I can’t even use it to buy a house 
or the tax man will want to know where 
it’s come from”.

I read quite recently that David 
Hockney had said that a room should 
be set aside in pubs for smokers. This 

took me back to the period from 1970 to 
1980 when I worked for Home Brewery  
and to what a different world it was then 
from what it is today.  No Health and 
Safety and no political correctness! You 
called a spade a shovel and got on with it.  
There were no ‘multi-agency’ meetings or 
‘multi-disciplinary team’ meetings or ‘line 
managers’.  We simply did our jobs and 
it worked.  If you did something wrong 
you got a “See Me” note on your desk, 
initialled by your boss.  You ‘had your legs 
slapped’ and you didn’t make the same 
mistake again.
Having said all that, this article is not 
intended as a message to say it was 
better in those days, or how hard it was; 
it is simply to point out how the licensed 
trade and life has changed over the last 
30 years.
Having got that off my chest, this series 
of articles is an attempt to describe the 
life of one brewery employee and the 
trade as it was during the 70s.
After responding to a vacancy in the 
Nottingham Evening Post for a trainee 
Tied House Inspector, I was offered the 
position at a starting salary of £1,200 
per annum.  For the uninitiated, there 
were three trading departments within a 
brewery – managed house, tenancy and 
free trade.  A pub manager was employed 
directly by the brewery.  He and his wife 
(marriage was considered to be important 
then) were each paid a wage (and bonus 
if earned) and lived rent, gas, electric and 
rate free.  This gave them a good secure 
living as all they had to buy was  personal 
food and clothing.  Very few pubs offered 
food back then.  If they did, it was only 
rolls (usually cheese or ham) and if they 
did offer food, the profit was theirs.

The top trading houses were always 
managed.  Free trade representatives 
were very sales orientated people, as 
the job entailed selling the products 
mainly to clubs, such as political, working 
mens’, social and miners’ welfares. (What 
are miners welfares daddy?). This was 
obviously a very competitive side of the 

In part 1 of a new series, former Home Brewery Area Manager 
Derek Henshaw looks back and notes how times have changed

Victoria Tavern

& Guests
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Don’t take the fizz !!

After many years of travelling to the States for holidays 
and always fearing two weeks of pale, tasteless, ice cold 
fizz, I was pleasantly surprised this year to find that I 

was able to avoid the ubiquitous Bud and it’s various look-alikes 
completely. Over the past ten years micros have sprung up 
all over America and the good news is they seem to be widely 
accepted in hotels, bars and restaurants. There are now even ale 
houses dedicated to beers of the world.
One such bar is ‘Yardhouse’ which is an American chain that 
prides itself in having at least 100 ales on draught in each of 
its purpose built outlets. Named after the English yard of ale, it 
started up in 1996 in Long Beach, California and has expanded 
rapidly now having 25 bars across America, although the 
majority are in the west.

They serve beers from all over the world, including such rarities 
on draught as Kwak and Chimay, plus lots of unusual American 
micros. You can check whether there is one near where you are 
staying and which ales it stocks on their website yardhouse.com
It was also noticeable that the micros are quite well represented 
in the larger supermarkets. Besides the more widely known Sam 
Adams and Sierra Nevada, there were bottles from the Tap Room 
21 Brewing Co, the Sin City Brewery and Fat Tire.

Fat Tire is the flagship amber ale brewed by the New Belgium 
Brewery, which began life as an idea in 1989 in the head of 
an American cyclist touring Belgium. On his return home he 
began brewing and by 1998 Jeff Lebesch had built the first wind 
powered brewery in the States. Fittingly the brewery logo is an 
old bicycle.
Other interesting ales tasted came from the Lost Coast Brewery 
at Eureka, the Green Flash Brewery which makes a West Coast 
IPA at 7% which lived up to its motto ‘taste it once remember 
it forever’. Quite a lot of the micros produce IPAs but there are 
darker ales such as Tenaya Nut Brown brewed in Las Vegas and 
29 Palms, a deep copper coloured ale from the Babe (as in the 
pig) brewery. 
As with our real ales there are some interesting names such 
as Anderson Valley Hop Ottin IPA and Stones Arrogant Bastard 
which has its own excellent website arrogantbastard.com. So if 
you’re off to the States check out the internet - there’s more to 
American ale than yellow fizz after all.   Happy holidays !
(Derek Wise is the manager at the West Bridgford Hockey Club)

Derek and Linda Wise discover that American beer  is not all yellow and tasteless
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comes from the Paulaner brewpub in 
nearby Shanghai, rather than the one 
in Suzhou, apparently for contractual 
reasons.
The Bookworm, �� Gun Xiu Fang

This is a cosy combined bar, library and 
bookshop just off Shiquan Street. There 
was also a pleasant outdoor seating area. 
The menu had a range of western and 
eastern foods, and beer. On draught are 
Sapporo from Japan, Tiger, Carlsberg and 
Guinness, and the bottles range from 
Erdinger and Hoegaarden to Newcastle 
Brown and Boddingtons. Books are 
brought from the shelves around the 
premises to the bar to be purchased and 
the barman packs them and will add the 
cost to your drink tab if you are staying.
The chilled atmosphere deepened when 
a male and female duet started playing 
folky type songs. The female singer I later 
discovered was called Linda and the duet 
goes under the name Bossa Nova Park. 
She sang covers from the Beatles to Bob 
Dylan and said that she is a photographer 
and is writing some of her own songs.
I started with a Leffe Blonde to wash 
down my spicy beef fried noodle dish. I 
then went for the Erdinger Dunkel and 
found the label back was in Chinese. With 
translation help from a local, I discovered 
the beer was actually brewed in China.

HB Hofbrau Bar, 50 Ligongdi Road
This is the second of the Hofbrau chain in 
China and the beer is brewed at the first 
in Jiangyin. They sold the lager, weisse 
and dunkel, and all were very nice.

This busy ex-pat style bar is one of the 
better ones on a street full of similar bars. 
Tiger beer is available on draught and the 
food is good. The bar also sells bottled 
beers that are a lot nicer than the draught 
Tiger. The range includes Chimay, Duvel, 
Hoegaarden, Erdinger Weiss and Dunkel 
and Paulaner Weiss. And it has a pool 
table.
ZZ� Loft, Unit 203, 215 Shishan Road

This upstairs pub specialising in American 
craft beers is quite small with half a dozen 
stools at the bar and nine tables with 
seating round them. There were goldfish 
in a large bowl on the bar. All three beers 
I tried were imported from the USA in 12 
fl oz bottles. The bar also sold Erdinger 
Weizen white and dark, Schöfferhofer 
Weizen and Crystal, Heineken and 
TsingTao from bottles and Carlsberg on 
draught. The first I tried was Ruedrich’s 
Red Seal Ale, a 5.5% hazy red beer from 
California. It was very hoppy to the extent 
that the hoppiness broke through even 
when it was cold from the fridge. Next up 
was Rogue Dead Guy Ale, a 6.5% beer 
from Oregon. This had a very malty smell, 
and on taste an initial bitter hit gave way 
to a lasting malty and bitter mix. Also a 
red cloudy beer, with sediment, so bottle 
conditioned. The barmaid said people who 
normally drink the Carlsberg all night are 
drunk after two bottles of this.
Finally, I had the 5.2% Brooklyn Lager, a 
Vienna- style brew with a hoppy smell. It 
had a nice hoppy taste with a colour more 
brown than red. It was good though not 
as good as the first two. Despite its name, 
this is not a lager. The bar also sells 
Brooklyn IPA, which the barmaid said was 
the best seller, which probably explains 
why it was sold out.

Dream Hollywood, ��� Shiquan Street
This is another upstairs bar, but with live 
rock music. It has Paulaner wheat beer 
light and dark on draught. This oddly 

The Chinese city of Suzhou is 
one of the oldest towns in the 
Yangtze Basin with a history that is 

more than 2000 years old. Known for its 
beautiful gardens, many of which survive 
to today, the modern version of the city 
also boasts some interesting bars.
Paulaner at Kempinski Hotel, 1 
Guobing Lu

The hotel’s bar contains the only 
microbrewery I could find in Suzhou, and 
it is part of the Paulaner chain.
I met the brewer, Christian Liepke, who 
gave me a tour of the brewing equipment. 

The brewing is done in two large copper 
kettles facing the bar and then transferred 
to the fermenting room, a separate room 
at the side of the bar but with glass walls 
so people can look in. When ready, the 
beer is stored in five large vats downstairs 
and then transferred as needed to three 
large vats near the bar, and these are 
connected directly to the pumps at the 
bar. Christian showed me the brewing 
materials and sadly he uses hop pellets 
rather than full hops as he said these 
were more convenient for a brewery 
this size, which is a nonsense as many 
microbreweries use full hops as they know 
they give better flavour.
The Paulaner light and dark are brewed 
there and I had a glass of each with a 
plate of German sausages. The wheat 
beer is imported in bottles.
Jane’s Pub Bar, 621 Shiquan Street

Chinese take away
Steve Rogerson visits some of the bars in Suzhou, China
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In the Beginning.....
In part 2, Howard Clarke 
looks at the origins of CAMRA

If I said that all restaurants are only going to put beans 
on toast, cheese on toast or egg on toast and nothing else 
on their menus and charge the same price as a nice steak 

and chips, or a good curry or whatever meal you prefer, I would 
imagine you would be pretty well fed up with the notion and do 
some complaining. Well I suppose this would be somewhat far 
fetched, but if we transposed this to beer and I said that you 
can only now buy one of a few different beers and these will be 
pretty tasteless, fizzy and bland you may also have a reason to 
complain.

This is exactly what four friends thought whilst on holiday in 
Ireland. It was 16th March 1971 and the four friends where 
Michael Hardman, Graham Lees, Bill Mellor and Jim Makin. They 
realised that beer quality was diminishing, which seemed to have 
been a growing trend in the 60s and 70s and was only going 
to get worse. A possible explanation for this for this could be 
attributed to World War Two, as publicans and cellarmen were 
killed, either abroad fighting or by bombings in England which 
left a shortfall in experience. Also a new type of beer we now 
call ‘keg’ was beginning to take a foot hold as this type was far 
easier to keep and serve for the inexperienced landlords. 
So the four friends decided to form the ‘Campaign for the 
Revitalisation of Ale’ in an attempt to do something about it. The 
membership grew and in 1973 the name was changed to the 
‘Campaign for Real Ale’ and the term ‘real ale’ was coined. The 
campaign being known as CAMRA.

To understand what was going on we will investigate this real ale 
and the ‘keg’ in some more detail. As we discovered in the last 
issue that beer is a fairly simple thing to produce but takes a lot 
of experience and know-how to master producing really excellent 
product, with as much care, know-how and experience to look 
after it and serve once it reaches the pub.
All beer starts life in a similar way with the main ingredient being 
malt. This is generally barley, a cereal similar to wheat, which 
is soaked until it sprouts and then drained and dried. Different 
varieties can be kilned (roasted) to produce a range of malt for 
different beers. Brewers can buy a whole range of malts such as 
mild ale malt, amber malt, crystal malt, extra pale malt, black 
malt and even chocolate malt just to name a few. Unmalted 
roasted barley can also be added giving a dry burnt flavour. 
Indeed wheat malts and wheat beers are becoming more popular 
these days. Brewers also mix and match these in their “secret 
recipes” to get the variety of beers we have today. 
Anyway, to keep things basic, this malt is then crushed to form 
‘grist’ which is mixed with hot water (known as liquor in the 
brewing trade) to produce a porridge and left for about ninety 
minutes in what is called a ‘mash tun’ to extract the sugars from 
the malt. It is then drained and further warm liquor is sprayed 
over the mash to extract all possible sugars, this is know as 
‘sparging’. The sugary drained  liquid or wort is run into a vessel 
called a ‘copper’ where it is boiled for a certain duration, usually 
hops are added during this boil. Hops are a type of special 
flower head that impart flavour and aroma to a beer. These 

















 


 























hops also come in many different types. It is then left to cool 
and transferred to a ‘fermenting’ vessel where yeast is added 
or ‘pitched’. It is then left for about five days at a regulated 
temperature, whilst the yeast turns the sugars to alcohol. 
Well we have reached the stage where things get better or take 
a turn for the worse! Let us first go down the good route. If 
we want to produce ‘real ale’ then it is transferred directly into 
what we call a ‘cask’ - a container with curved sides usually 
(incorrectly) called a barrel, hence the alternative name for 
real ale ‘cask ale’ or ‘cask conditioned ale’. Barrels used to be 
used, but at 36 gallons these are too large for the modern cellar. 
So casks are normally nine gallons (firkin) or eighteen gallons 
(kilderkin) and occasionally can be 4.5 gallons (pin). More 
hops can be added at this stage to impart more aroma. These 
are sealed and taken to the pub to be prepared for serving. 
As nothing has been done to the beer it keeps on fermenting 
to a certain degree in the cask, a process called secondary 
fermentation. This fermentation produces carbon dioxide giving 
the beer its natural sparkle and head, along with interesting 
flavour and aromas from the hops.  It is then pulled through 
the beer line to the bar usually by a traditional beer engine (the 
large handles that have to be pulled several time to pump the 
beer up into your glass). Real ale, then, is a living product that 
has a relatively short life once opened or vented and tapped. 
Because of secondary fermentation it also produces sediment, 
which settles to the bottom, and so there will always be some 
wastage. This is also the reason for the curved sides - to allow 
sediment to collect. Once vented it also has to stand for a certain 
duration to condition before serving. During serving the cask 
has to be gradually tilted or stooped so the most beer can be 
extracted without the sediment.  This is where the knowledge 
and experience of the publican or cellar staff is needed.
Let us now look at the ‘worse’ route now. After fermentation 
instead of putting into casks the beer is sterilised or pasteurised 
and filtered, thus killing any remaining fermentation so it is 
at this stage a dead, flat product. It therefore cannot take on 
any further flavour or aroma and has no natural carbonation; 
it is a dead beer. It is put into a straight sided container (as 
there will be no sediment) called a ‘keg’ - hence the name ‘keg 
beer’. In the pub a gas is then added - either carbon dioxide 
alone, or mixed with nitrogen - to force it up the lines to the bar 
tap (the small ones) and give it a characteristic ‘fizz’. With no 
wastage, no particular cellar skill and a long life once opened, is 
it any wonder large breweries and pub chains want to push this 
product. Many publicans like its ease of use too. It also has good 
consistency so it tastes the same no matter where you go. 
So there you have it - do you want a bland, fizzy, chemical laced 
beer that tastes just the same time after time – boring, boring? 
Or do you want a natural product with many interesting tastes 
and aromas that even the same beer can vary from pub to pub- 
interesting, interesting?
So you do have a choice and it is only because of the persistent 
campaigning of CAMRA that you still do today. It would have 
been very easy for real ale of good quality to have disappeared 
in favour of the keg beers.

So thanks to those four friends, you still have a choice - is it 
steak and chips or beans on toast?



In the Beginning.....

www.castlerockbrewery.co.uk

The wise choice!
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More Bottled Beer

For this article I choose the Co-op Gold Miner Ale, a premium ale sold 
in 500 ml bottles for £1.85. The bottle does carry the advice to pour 
carefully to keep the sediment in the bottle and this seemed easier 
to achieve than for some RAIBs I have tried previously. The overall 
effect was impressive with a virtually bright golden/copper coloured 
ale with a decent creamy head. Whilst carbonation was higher than 
with a cask beer I felt that this had been kept to a manageable level 
and this was further improved by waiting for a couple of minutes.

The beer has a pleasant nose with hops to the fore complemented 
with citrus overtones. The taste does not disappoint. Gold Miner is a 
smooth well balanced beer with plenty of hoppiness which develops 
into a very dry aftertaste. At 5.0% ABV the beer has a depth in 
keeping with a good premium brew.

I would recommend adding the Freeminer Gold Miner to any 
beer cellar so that on those days you can’t get out to the pub an 
alternative is available.

Other beers in the Co-op range include Fairtrade Bumble Bee Honey 
Ale (4.6% ABV), which uses Chilean Fairtrade honey and Organic 
Fairtrade Ale (5.0%), an organic and vegetarian beer. 

For more details relating to the Co-op beers check out the Co-op web 
site which not only provides information on the beers but also the 
type of food that they recommend goes with the beers – however 
you will find that the beers are also rather good on their own.

More real ale in a bottle �9: Andrew Ludlow visits his local Co-op

The Freeminer Brewery was founded in 1992 and has gained 
a reputation for producing a range of high quality bottled 
beers. On checking the shelves at my local Co-op store I was 

delighted to see three Freeminer beers, although only one – the Gold 
Miner was bottled conditioned. Having said that the beers are brewed 

using barley grown on Co-op farms, malted at Warminster and a 
number also have Fairtrade credentials. 

OVER 600 OF THE FINEST 
ALES SOLD NATIONALLY
FEATURING GREAT ALES SUCH AS

LLOYDS NO.1 BAR
1 Carlton Street
Hockley
Tel: 0115 988 1660

THE COMPANY INN
Castle Wharf, Canal Street
Nottingham
Tel: 0115 934 9020

THE JOSEPH ELSE
11–12 South Parade, Market Square
Nottingham
Tel: 0115 947 5034

THE ROEBUCK INN
9–11 St James Street
Nottingham
Tel: 0115 979 3400

THE LAST POST
Chilwell Road
Beeston
Tel: 0115 968 3100

THE TWITCHEL INN
Howitt Street
Long Eaton
Tel: 0115 972 2197BRITAIN’S NO.1 SUPPORTER OF MICROBREWERIES

Subject to local licensing restrictions and availability at participating free houses.

THE WORLD’S BIGGEST INTERNATIONAL REAL-ALE FESTIVAL WED 7 –SUN 25 APRIL

14958 Camra Nottingham Advert 200X140mm.indd   1 8/1/10   11:38:20
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Snippets
New lease of life for Dunkirk Inn
The Dunkirk Inn on Montpelier Road has been purchased as a free 
house by Reg de Souza, formerly a tenant at the Lord Nelson, 
Sneinton. A former stockbroker on the London Exchange, Reg 
moved to Nottingham for family reasons and became a tenant 
under Hardy’s and Hanson’s. He became disillusioned under 
Greene King thanks to rent increases and inability to get local 
beers, and decided to go his own way. Improvements have been 
made to the decor and furnishings - it is now a much nicer place 
to be, and the beers, on my visit, were spot on. 

The pub will be serving food by the time you read this, and Reg 
hopes to increase the range of real ales as trade improves. He 
said “The pub has good potential due to the number of students 
living nearby. I would like to work together, rather than in 
competition, with the other local pubs. The Dunkirk forms a great 
little circuit with the Boat and the Johnson Arms and the presence 
of three good real ale pubs should attract more people to the 
area.”
Nottingham Drinker have also been informed that the White Hart 
at Dunkirk are trying to get local guests on too - watch this space!

New pump clip for Screech Owl

Castle Rock launched their new Screech Owl pump clip at the 
New Barrack Tavern in Sheffield in January. Colin Wilde said 

“The design fits into our range of pumpclips better, and we think 
it is a big improvement - the owl seems to fly out at you and 
hence catches the eye of the 
customer”.
Castle Rock’s ‘Screech Owl’ 
has become a firm and 
regular favourite with lovers 
of strong IPAs. It began 
humbly as a supposed ‘one 
off’ in support of the Wildlife 
Trust in October 2008, but 
proved so popular it became 
a regular and went on to 
be the national champion in 
the strong bitter category 
at the SIBA (Society of 
Independent Brewers) 
competition in 2009.  

Magpie Brewery News

We didn’t think that there was much to report this month 
but, by leaving writing this piece to the last minute, we are 

able to report the excellent news that Notts County will shortly 
start to stock Magpie ales in Wheelers Bar (formerly the Meadow 
Club) on match days.  This is obviously LocAle at its LocAleist, 
given that the brewery is about one metre from the ground at its 
nearest point!  Plans are at an early stage at the moment, but 
the intention is to start with one beer available on match days 
building up to two or more, if there is enough demand.
Other news to report is that we will be brewing Midnight Porter 
again for the Stout and Porter Stroll and we are also making 
a beer for the Dewdrop’s next charity event in mid February.  
This beer (still to be “designed” at time of writing) will also be 
available at the West Bridgford Monarchs Hockey Club festival 
on Feb 12/13.  Humbug, which had a slight redesign, was well 
received this winter, and we intend to keep this as our regular 
winter ale.

Cask Marque news

New Cask Marque accreditations are as follows:
 

Rik Pegg, Hogshead, Nottingham
Ashley Harris, The Seven Mile Inn, Arnold
Les Hutchinson, The Tiger Inn, Long Eaton
Martin & Lorraine Baker & Michael Reshad, The Jolly Sailor, 
Hemington
Charlie Tonks, The Gatehouse, Nottingham*
Michael Purchas & Chris Wynn, The Beeches, West Bridgford*
Glester Clarke, The Tree Tops, Mapperley*
Daniel McAdam & Zoe Tuffs, The Roebuck Inn, Nottingham*
Ronnie Roberts, The Old Colonial, West Bridgford

(* These are new licensees at accounts that had previously been 
accredited under a different manager or tenant)

Tel: 0115 9703777 e. basford@bartschinns.com 
462 Radford Road, Basford, NG7 7EA 

Tram: Shipstone Street or Wilkinson Street 

“Special Commendation” 
Nottingham CAMRA Pub of the Year 2008 

Nine Continually Changing Cask Ales from Around The Country 
Fullers London Pride, Deuchar’s I.P.A. and Guest Mild Always 

Available
Dedicated Hand Pump for LocAle 

Hot & Cold Food Served Mon – Fri Lunchtimes 12.00 – 2.30 
Traditional Sunday Lunch Served 12.30 – 4.00 

Quiz Every Monday Night 
Function Room Available for Hire 

DJ Pat Plays Easy Listening from 60’s & 70’s Every Sunday Night 
Free Wi-Fi Internet Access 

Open 12 Noon – 11Pm Sun to Thurs 11am to 11.30 Fri & Sat 
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Snippets
Castle Rock freeze prices

Castle Rock Brewery have announced a price freeze on their 
own products. Colin Wilde said “although an increase was due 

on 1st January for both our annual cost rise and the 2.5% VAT, 
we have decided to have a price freeze on all Castle Rock beers 
until 31st March.  We must however pass on any increase on beers 
supplied to us by other brewers.”  Nottingham Drinker applauds 
this action, after this winter, it is good to see a big freeze that 
brings cheer! 

Pub People Company News

Pub People have taken over the Lord Nelson at Sneinton 
on a lease from Greene King. John, the manager, is well 

known in the area having run the Coopers a few years ago. He is 
very experienced especially with cask ale and has quickly fitted 
in well.  They have four casks on sale including a non-GK guest 
ale which is currently Ossett Big Red. For a small back street pub 
it is exceptionally popular and busy, with a friendly clientele.
The Rutland Cottage, Ilkeston, has now increased its range to 
six cask ales including two local beers.
The Gatehouse has attained the Cask Marque Award. There is 
also a new chef on site and a new menu which focuses on using 
local produce together with local beers (see Cooking with Ale, 
p16) Food is also now served in the evening as well as at lunch. 
The Wagon & Horses at Redhill has increased the range of 
cask ales on sale. There are now four including a weekly guest. 
Lorainne and Martin are keen to build up the sales of real ale 
and establish the pub as the centre of cask in Arnold. The pub is 
defying the recession by gaining customers week by week.

Events at the Lincolnshire Poacher

Two dates for your diaries: Thursday 25th February sees a 
two night Blue Monkey festival, showcasing beers from what 

is rapidly becoming one of the Poacher’s favourite LocAles. And 
talking of LocAle, in March the front bar of the Poacher will be 

turned into a LocAle bar,  filled with beers from within a 20 mile 
radius throughout the month. Featured breweries will include 
Amber Ales, Blue Monkey, Belvoir, Caythorpe, Derby Brewing, 
Full Mash, Magpie, Shardlow, alongside the usual three Castle 
Rock beers. This should mean some interesting local Stouts and 
Porters as they will try to offer something a little weaker than 
the Castle Rock Extra Stout to anyone following the Stout and 
Porter Trail.

Why not join the committee?

The CAMRA Nottingham Branch AGM will be held on 25th 
February at the Canalhouse. As usual a new committee will 

be elected. If you think that the existing group are not doing a 
good job, or you think you may have something new to offer, 
then why not consider standing for election? New blood and new 
ideas are always welcome. Please note, that only card carrying 
CAMRA members are allowed to vote, so remember to bring your 
card on the night.

The Air Hostess
Stanstead Avenue, Tollerton, NG12 4EA   Tel. 0115 937 7388   Bus: Keyworth Connection

Four regular beers from Everards and a guest beer
Two traditional ciders

Food: 12 - 2.00 and 6-8 
Wed - Sat
12 - 2 Sun

Main courses from £1.99 
Quiz Night Wednesday 9pm

Good Beer Guide 2010

Live Bands Sundays, 
5.30 - 8pm

Canalhouse
bar & restaurant

48 - 52 Canal Street, Nottingham NG1 7EH 0115 955 5060

Castle Rock Harvest Pale and Preservation always available, with 
Guest Beers at weekends

Function room available for  up to 200 people

GOOD FOOD SERVED 12-9 Mon - Thu, 12-7 Fri - Sat, 12 - 5 Sun

canalhouse@castlerockbrewery.co.uk

In Good Beer Guide 2010

SIBA Champions Beer Festival
Thurs 4th-Sun 7th Feb (starts 5pm Thurs)

56 real ales all on hand pull

The best of the best returns

Entry free

20p per pint CAMRA members discount

0115 871 2577
www.ronfix.com

Computer Maintenance
& Repair Services
DOMESTIC | STUDENT | SMALL BUSINESS

Data Recovery
Slow / Dead Computers
Internet Trouble
Virus Checks & Problems
Upgrades & Maintenance
Liquid & Accidental Damage
Power & Battery Problems
Macs & much more.

No Fix, No Fee
Low Fixed Charges
Callouts Available
Free Diagnosis
From Just £20

63b Mansfield Road
Nottingham NG1 3FN
opposite Victoria Centre Bus Station

Monday to Saturday
10am to 6pm
(Callouts Available Unitl 9pm)
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First Rays of the New Rising Sun
An Old Man Wandering Lonely. Taking Time, The Only Way He Knows

Last edition’s heading, an easy one, was Break on 
Through by the Doors from their first album, fortunately my 
bone never did and I’m now fit!?? (Ask me next time you 

see me, if you’re not sure what I’m talking about)
I normally reserve a ‘rant’ for “Ray’s Round” but I’m afraid I 
have to introduce one here, (two actually).

First up, I was in a pub the other day and on their ‘piped music’ 
system was an ‘easy listening’ version of ‘Teenage Kicks’ by the 
Undertones! By some woman! I’m sorry, but there are limits (for 
those who are too young to know what I’m talking about, ask 
your dad! Also, if you are young and want to have a listen, put 
‘Undertones’ into ‘You Tube’ and enjoy).

Secondly, I went to see Motorhead (a brilliant show, by the way) 
but what is going on, I saw a number of people putting earplugs 
in - what is that all about? Your ears are supposed to ring for 
days afterwards, it’s all part of the experience, trust me, after a 
few years, or so, it won’t affect you! Fair enough, for very young 
kids (and the sound crew!) but, should you really be there? 
Wouldn’t you be better going to see Sarah Brightman, Josh 
Groban, Andrea Bocelli? (I lifted those names off the Internet by 
putting in ‘easy listening’, sorry if they no longer exist).

It’s a bit quiet on the ‘gigs, you have to pay for up front - the 
lull before the storm? Just a couple to mention: the Stranglers 
Wednesday 3rd March, (well everybody should know these) 
and Airbourne Sunday 11th April, (Australian hard rock - note a 
change of date from the last column, the tour was re-scheduled) 
- both at Rock City.

You’ll just have to force yourself to go to the pub and listen to a 
band for free!!

And if anyone else wants his or her venue and gigs advertising, 
just let me know, it’s all free! I’m only interested in keeping live 
music, just that, LIVE!!

Air Hostess, Tollerton 
February
Sat 6th Frontline - classic rock, 9pm; Sun 7th Firewire – rock 
& pop; Sun 14th 3 Above the Shark - rock classics; Sun 21st 
Copperhead – classic rock; Sun 28th Little Giants – funky country 
rock.
March
Sun 7th SOS - rock classics; Sun 14th NSI (North Sea 
International) - rock classics; Sat 20th Junction - rock classics 
(9pm); Sun 21st Robinson Band- soft rock; Sat 27th Willo – rock/
pop (9pm); Sun 28th Toasted Frog – 60’s. Please note; all gigs 
start at 5.30pm and finish at 8pm (except where stated)

The Travellers Rest, Draycott
February
Wed 3rd Tony Crosby - excellent guitar vocalist (9pm); Sat 6th 
Hayley Birch - local covers songstress (9.30pm);
Wed 10th Angie Palmer - excellent singer/songwriter (9pm); Sat 
13th The Burgundys - acoustic covers duo (10pm); Wed 17th 
Becky Syson - Nottingham based singer/songwriter (9pm); Sat 
20th Lucia Holmes - solo covers artist (10pm); Wed 24th The Old 
Nick Trading Co. - Superb Americana Trio (9pm); Sat 27th Jon 
Stringer - brilliant classic rock covers guitarist (10pm).
March
Wed 3rd Garron Frith - singer songwriter (9pm); Sat 6th The 
James Lewis Band - brilliant young covers/original band (10pm); 
Wed 10th Nigel Beck - Acoustic singer songwriter (9pm);
Sat 13th Backline - brilliant covers duo (9pm); Wed 17th Nicky 
Swann - singer/songwriter from Devon (9pm); Sat 20th The Mick 
Rutherford Blues Band (9.30); Wed 24th Phil Langran Band (9pm)
Sat 27th Paul Jackson - superb local covers artiste (10pm)

Lion, Basford
February
Fri 5th. 4AM Forever; Sat 6th The Outriders; Sun 7th Jake 
McMahon Quartet; Fri 12th Idle Hands; Sat 13th Krusade; Sun 14th 
Take 4 With Mellow; Fri 19th Toasted Frog, Sat 20th Elvis Fontenot 
and the Sugarbees; Sun 21st Teddy Fullick Quintet; Wed 24th 
Wholesome Fish; Fri 26th Pesky Alligators; Sat 27th New Tricks; 
Sun 28th Mulligan Soup.
March
Fri 5th Loaded Dice, Sat 6th.Smokin Gun (Trees birthday bash);
Fri 12th Tightrope, Sat 13th.Dawson Smith and the Dissenters;
Fri 19th Devils Advocate, Sat 20th.The Boatrockers; Fri 26th El 
Gecko, Sat 27th Vickerstaff Doghouse; Wed 31st Wholesome Fish
Regular performances
Jazz Sunday Lunchtime   1.30pm – 4pm
Every Sunday evening - the Last Pedestrians, then songwriters 
open Mic from 7pm
Every Tues. eve- the Old Nick trading company and guests
Every Thurs eve- open Mic with Steve n Steve

 (Free drink for all performers on these nights)

Royal Children 
Every Wednesday from 9pm - Colin Staples Blues Jam night, an 
excellent evening with a variety of musicians. Come along and 
try your hand or just to enjoy the music

Johnson Arms
March
Thursday 4th Maniere Des Bohemiens 8pm; Saturday 6th Booba 
Dust 9pm (These are on during the beer festival)
Wednesday 17th St Patrick’s Day: Trad music by ‘Fiddlesticks’ 
from 6pm

Also, don’t forget, when you visit these pubs for the 
entertainment, fill in your score sheets. Scores go towards 
deciding who goes in the beer guide.
So if you’re at a loose end, drop in and support these places 
and tell them where you heard about them.
My contact details are: raykirby@nottinghamcamra.org and 
keep the info coming.
Thanks, Ray Kirby. (Keep on rocking)

Salutation Inn
Rock ‘n’ Ale Pub

75-7, Maid Marion Way, Nottingham NG1 6AJ

Tel. 0115 988 1948

At least 6 Real Ales and 4 Real Ciders
Old English home-cooked food served 
(12 - 9 Mon - Fri, 12 - 8 Sat, 12 - 6 Sun.)

CAMRA discount 20p on pints

Heavy Metal Karaoke Fri. nights

Live Rock Music and Disco Sat. nights

Nottingham Bar and Clubs Awards 2009 
Best Traditional Pub
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Ray’s Round

Greetings all, as we are now well into 
the New Year! I hope you all enjoyed the 
holiday period and didn’t partake of too 

many festive beers.
I’ll kick off with more about the CAMRA 
discounts. Another pub to join the discount 
scheme is the Roundhouse, (I reviewed it in 
the last edition) they are offering 10p off a pint 

and 5p off a half, so if you haven’t been in yet, there is now even 
more of an excuse to give it a try, and don’t forget, up to six 
beers are available and that includes two ‘house’ beers from Full 
Mash and Blue Monkey. Also, after we went to press for the last 
issue, (so some of you will probably already know this), I learnt of 
an addition to the discount at the Royal Children, they are now 
offering all cask ales at £1.99 every Monday between 8pm and 
10pm. The Dunkirk Hotel on Montpelier Road at Dunkirk (at the 
corner with Claude Street) is now doing up to three cask ales, on 
my visit they had Wells & Youngs Bombardier, 4.3%, £2.50 and 
Banks & Taylor Turkey Trauma 4.3%, £2.30 (Nottingham Rock 
Bitter and EPA were the next to appear). It is a very pleasant 
single bar pub, there is plenty of seating, you can chose from 
large sofas, pew style benches or conventional chairs, assuming 
nobody has got there before you! They have a dartboard and a 
pool table, which is on a raised area to one side of the pub. You 
need to get the NCT 13 or 14 from the Market Square or Trent 
Barton Indigo from Friar Lane and get off at the stop just after the 
Dunkirk Flyover. If you walk down Lace Street, it will bring you 
straight to the pub (Warning, if you do start at the beginning of 
Montpelier Road, don’t go into The Dunkirk, this is a social club 
and you could be very disappointed, you have been warned!) I 
do urge you to give the Dunkirk Inn a try, we need to give our 
support to anyone trying to serve cask ale, plus it is only a very 
short walk back to the Johnson Arms (usually five beers on) 
and the Boat (up to six beers) so you will have an excellent night 
out. The last No 13, at 10.50pm, will get you back into the Market 
Square 11.03pm, so plenty of time for your last bus (and maybe a 
swift half, or so). Indigo runs considerably later. 
The newly opened Nottingham Contemporary Café Bar has 
two cask ales on sale, so you can now get decent beer with your 
culture, they are Castle Rock Harvest Pale, 3.8%, £2.80 and 
Castle Rock Elsie Mo, 4.7%, £3. It is a single bar situated on what 
they class as ‘Level 1’ - if you walk down the steps at the side of 
the building from Middle Hill, it can be found at the bottom. You 
can also get to it from inside the building (when it’s open) the 
opening hours are 9am to 9pm Monday to Wednesday, 9am to 
11pm Thursday to Saturday and 10am to 7pm Sunday (note that 
they don’t serve beer until 11am). The walls are adorned by the 
work of New York artist Matthew Brannon. Well worth a look.
A pub that has recently introduced a cask is the Colonel 
Burnaby on Hartley Road (about 100 yards from its junction with 
Alfreton Road). It is a basic pub and it had Adnams Old Ale, 4.1% 
(and in excellent order). I understand that the beer will change 
over a period of time. The pub has a large screen showing sports 
news and also a pool table to one side with an additional seating 
area nearby. Pubs like this need supporting as we are losing far 
too many pubs these days. 
While in the area you might as well visit the Moulders Arms 
on Bovil Street (back towards Alfreton Road and it’s on the right 
hand side just before you get there). It is a large single room pub 
owned by the Barnsley Oakwell brewery serving Old Tom Mild, 
3.4%, £1.47 and Barnsley Bitter, 3.8%, £1.57 (and yes, that is 
the price per pint!) They have a buzzer entry system, inside it is 
very pleasant with settles around the walls at one side, the bar is 
at the other, they also have a pool table at one end.
From here it is a short walk to St. Peters Street where you will 
find the Plough, the home of Nottingham Brewery (it is in the 
buildings just behind the pub). It is a two bar pub with a central 
servery. On the bar you will find Nottingham Rock Mild, 3.8%, 
£2.40; Nottingham Rock Bitter, 3.8%, £2.40; Nottingham Legend, 
4%, £2.40; Nottingham EPA (Extra Pale Ale), 4.2%, £2.50 plus 
another from the Nottingham Brewery list (Noel, 4.7%, £2.65 - 
well it was Christmas) They also have a cask cider available, this 
is ever-changing. There is a large screen in the public bar showing 
sports, the lounge being the ‘quiet’ room with nothing more than 
the hubbub of conversation. They have a quiz on Thursdays, 

which is accompanied by a free bowl of chilli. The Pub People Co. 
(who run the pub) have their Ten Days a Week card in operation, 
whereby if you buy 10 pints you then get a free one, and they 
also give CAMRA members a 15p a pint discount Monday to 
Thursday between 12 and 7pm.
Now, just a quick note about some CAMRA discounts outside 
of our area. These are in the Amber Valley branch area, first 
the Talbot Tap House, Ripley offers 20p pint 10p half (this also 
includes cider and perry) and The George & Dragon in Belper and 
The George in Ripley, both of which have agreed to offer 20p per 
pint discount. So if you’re out and about, why not pop in and take 
advantage, just don’t leave your card at home!
See also the Trips and Socials column for news of a new crawl 
being organised in association with this “Round”. Finally, news of 
the next Hockey Club, West Bridgford Beer Festival - it is on Feb 
12th (4.00-11.00) and 13th (12.00-11.00) As usual the Beer lists 
will be on their website at: - wbhockey.co.uk just click ‘social life’
Hopefully the weather will have improved before the next edition 
and I can get out much easier!

Ray Kirby keeps you up to date with changes to the local real ale scene

CAMRA discounts
Please take advantage of these reductions, so that the various hostelries know that 
we do appreciate their generous offers. 
All the above offers can be obtained by simply showing your CAMRA membership 

card. As the credit card adverts say, “never leave home without it”! 

Approach, Friar Lane, 20p a pint at all times
Bell Inn, buy 7 get one free, all beers, at all times
Bunkers Hill, 15p a pint,at all times
Canalhouse, 20p a pint at all times
Dewdrop, Ilkeston, 10p a pint, 5p a half
Earl of Chesterfield Arms, Shelford,15p pint Tue-Thu, 10p Fri-Sun
Fellows, Canal Street, 20p a pint at all times
Fox & Crown, Basford, 25p a pint, at all times.
George, Lowes Hill, Ripley, 20p per pint
George & Dragon, Bridge St. Belper 20p per pint
Globe, London Road 20p a pint, 10p a half
Hand & Heart, Derby Road, 10p a pint
Hop Pole, Beeston, 15p pint Sun - Thu 7pm
Lion, Basford, 15p pint Sunday from 5pm to close, Thursday 
Monkey Tree, Bridgford Road 20p a pint at all times
Nags Head, Mansfield Road, 15p off a pint
Navigation, Wilford Street, 10p off a pint;
Old Coach House, Easthorpe, Southwell, 15p a pint
Plough, Radford, 15p a pint, Mon to Thurs, 12 noon to 7pm
Plough, Wysall, 40p off a pint at all times.
Prince of Wales, Beeston, 20p off a pint at all times
Queen Adelaide, Windmill Lane 20p off a pint
Red Heart, Ruddington 20p a pint, 10p a half at all times
Roundhouse, Royal Standard Place, 10p a half, 5p a half
Robin Hood, Sherwood 20p a pint, 10p a half
Royal Children, Maid Marion Way 20p a pint at all times
Plus: Monday between 8pm & 10pm all real ales £1.99
Salutation, Maid Marion Way 20p off all pints
Seven Oaks, Stanton by Dale, all pints only £2 at all times
Southbank, Trent Bridge 20p a pint, 10p a half
Sun Inn, Eastwood, 15p a pint
Talbot Tap House, Ripley offers 20p pint 10p half (plus cider)
Three Crowns, Ruddington, 25p off a pint, Sun to Wed,
Trent Navigation, 10% off pint or half at all times
Victoria Tavern, Ruddington 20p a pint at all times
White Horse, Ruddington 20p a pint 

Discounts available to everyone
Bell Inn, buy 7 get the 8th free, limited to Greene King products, 
between Sunday and Thursday.
Bunkers Hill, Castle Rock Harvest Pale £2 before 6pm
All Castle Rock pubs, “One over the eight”; buy eight get one free on 
selected products.
Great Northern Aleway, buy a pint in each of the Approach, Globe, 
Monkey Tree, and the Southbank and get the fifth free in any of the 
pubs. Must be done in one week.
Old Angel, Stoney Street, £2 a pint on Tuesday & Thursday, promotion 
card required
Oscars Bar, Wilford Lane, buy 8 get one free
Moot, Carlton Rd. Moot Points - buy 8 get 1 free on selected beers M-F
Pub People Co, “10 days a week” promotion buy 10 get one free, 
on selected ale, available at the Lion, Basford, the Hayloft, Giltbrook, 
the Gatehouse & Bunkers, Ciry Centre, the Plough, Radford, Hop Pole, 
Beeston and the Waggon & Horses, Redhill
Robin Hood, Sherwood, Real Ale Club - up to 3 free pints on selected 
ales purchased. (See also, CAMRA discounts)
Rose of England, buy 8 get one free on selected ales,
Seven Oaks, Stanton by Dale £2 a pint between 5pm & 7pm 
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Evenin’ all

shown significant success 
in reducing the number 
of fights and assaults 
during these busy times. 
When the teams first 
appeared on the streets 
people asked why there 
were so many officers 
and what was happening. 
Since then, people have 
grown used to their 
presence and there 
has been a noticeable 
reduction in the number 
of reported offences and 
incidents of antisocial behaviour. 
This shows that the majority of people feel reassured by 
seeing policing teams and appreciate that we are there to help 
make the streets safer and ensure they have a good night out 
whenever they come to Nottingham.
We continue to work closely with the City Council, East Midlands 
ambulance service, and our licensees and we will soon see the 
introduction of an enthusiastic group of street pastors working 
alongside us, based in a pub owned by the Church of England.
The forthcoming year offers new challenges for us all. I want to 
continue to reduce crime, increase your confidence in the police 
and to focus my resources to tackle the issues that concern you 
most.
I would like to wish all readers a safe and crime-free 2010, 
and believe that by working together we can continue to make 
Nottingham a safe place to live, work and visit.

City Centre Inspector Andy Townsend reports

This last year has had an 
impact on us all, with the 
credit crunch seeing people 

tightening their belts and making 
savings wherever possible. 
As you know, this has also 
affected the pub trade and it is 
the first time that I have been 
aware of licensed premises 
closing in the city centre and 
remaining boarded up for 
significant periods of time.
We have seen a major nightclub 
close its doors this Christmas and 
we are now awaiting a decision 
from the owners as to the future 
plans. And while an ever-growing 

number of off licenses run by major national chains seem to be 
busier than ever, traditional pubs are finding it more difficult to 
attract custom.
We have been conducting a number of test purchase operations 
to identify premises selling alcohol to under 18s. Unfortunately 
we are still finding too many fail the test by not taking the right 
steps to ensure responsible selling. We will look to deal strongly 
with those found to sell alcohol illegally, with strong penalties 
and even the revocation of licenses. I hope the reintroduction of 
schemes such as ‘Best Bar None’ will give everyone the standard 
to aim for.  
We have been carrying out a number of police operations, 
including Bacchanal, which sees an increased uniformed 
presence in the city on a Friday and Saturday nights. This has 

Local pubs for people

www.castlerockbrewery.co.uk
2009/10 WINTER OFFERS leaflet available NOW in Castle Rock pubs

Buy better with
our unique Loyalty

Card scheme
CAMRA
members

50p off!
when you use your

Wetherspoon

vouchers in Castle

Rock pubs

The all-new

Bread & Bitter - 153-155 Woodthorpe Drive, Mapperley, Nott’m NG3 5JL

Canalhouse - Canal Street, Nottingham NG1 7EH

Crown Inn - Debdale Hill, Old Dalby, Vale of Belvoir LE14 3LF

Forest Tavern/The Maze - 257 Mansfield Road, Nottingham NG1 3FT

Fox & Crown - 4/6 Appletongate, Newark, Nottinghamshire NG24 1JY

Horse & Jockey - 1 Mill Street, Basford, Nott’m NG6 0JW (near David’s Lane tram)

Kean’s Head - 46 St Mary’s Gate, Lace Market, Nottingham NG1 1AQ

Lincolnshire Poacher - 161-163 Mansfield Road, Nottingham NG1 3FR

Newshouse - 123 Canal Street, Nottingham NG1 7HB

Reindeer - Main Street, Hoveringham, Nottinghamshire NG14 7JR

Stratford Haven - 2 Stratford Road, West Bridgford, Nott’m NG2 6BA

Vat & Fiddle - 12-14 Queensbridge Rd, Nottingham NG2 1NB - The Brewery Tap

Victoria Hotel - Dovecote Lane, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1JG

For a full list of Castle Rock pubs and their locations, please visit our website or see the back page of Castle Rock Times

Nott’m CAMRA Pub of the Year 2009

NottmDrinkerA5AD-Mar10:Layout 1  11/1/10  15:25  Page 1
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Happy Hour

Pub Quiz
We are most grateful again to reader Mick Draycott of Stapleford for supplying this quiz. Mick 
regularly presents quizzes at the Crown Inn, Beeston on Tuesday and Thursday nights. 

1. In which fictional village do the Archers live?
2. In which year did the first ever scheduled air service begin: 1915, 20 or 25. 
3. By what name is St Botolph’s Church in Boston better known?
4. Who played Private Godfrey in Dad’s Army? 
5. What is the first letter of the Greek alphabet? 
6. What was depicted on the tail side of a pre-decimal halfpenny coin: robin,  
 ship or portcullis? 
7. Who in 1989 released the album, Like A Prayer?
8. In which Welsh town would you find The Great Orme’s Head?
9. Who played the patient in the film The English Patient?
10. What is a Battenburg? 
11. Which famous poet wandered lonely as a cloud? 
12. On a U.K Monopoly board, how much would Vine Street cost you? 
13. What is the minimum number of darts required to finish from 301? 
14. In the Simpson’s, what musical instrument does Lisa play?
15. 0ff which group of islands would you find the Bishop’s Rock Lighthouse?

Answers below

Win two bottles of real ale
by answering this question from 
Spyke’s foreign travels:

Spyke found this bar on a beach on 
an island. A clue to its identity is that 

to say “Cheers!” in the local language you 
would need to say: “Maisha marefu kama 
nazi” which roughly translates as “may 
you live as long as the coconut tree”.
Name the island.

As usual, if no correct answer is received, 
the nearest geographically wins the beer. 
In the event of there being more than 
one correct answer, the first out of 
the hat wins. Post your answer to the 
editorial address on p.2 or e-mail to 
drinkercompetition@ntlworld.com to 
arrive no later than March 3rd 2010.
The last competition produced just one 
correct answer - John Mann of Gunthorpe, 
who at first thought of Brussels “as it 
seems to be in the centre of everything 
we do” but changed his mind and went 
for Vilnius when a knowledgable friend 
told him that the geographical centre of 
Europe is in Lithuania. So John wins the 
beer, despite admitting that “I had never 
heard of or been to Vilnius so the pub 
could be on the moon for all I know - nice 
bird, though!” 
The name of the brewpub was Būsi 
Trečias, at Totoriu Gatvė 18. Well worth a 
visit if you ever get to Vilnius!

1. Ambridge 2. 1915 (Amsterdam I London, K. L. M) 3. The Boston Stump 4. Arnold 
Ridley 5. Alpha 6. Ship (Golden Hind) 7. Madonna 8. Llandudno 9. Ralph Fiennes 10. 
Cake 11. William Wordsworth 12. £200 13. 6 14. Saxaphone 15. Scilly Isles

Quiz answers

Give us a sign

Having seen the photo in the last 
issue, reader Allan Bowker of Nuthall 

sent us this picture, which he took  in 
a bar in Puerto del Carmen, Lanzarote. 
He says he has never seen a sign more 
germane to the task in hand!

Do send us any funny signs you may see 
in pubs - they do not have to be in the 
toilets - anything amusing or just weird 
will do nicely.

Festival Beer Mat competition

The winner of the 36 free pints for 
the Castle Museum competition 

on the back of the Nottingham Robin 
Hood Beer Festival beer mats was 
Cindy Hemsell of Hovenden Gardens, 
Nottingham.
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Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust’s work and 
raise funds for the charity.  It’s been a 
remarkably successful scheme and the 
2010 programme will begin with ‘Glow 
Worm’, a dark beer with a predominantly 
malt-led flavour and some roast character. 
2010 will also be a special year for the 
partnership as it will see the production of 
the 100th unique ‘Natural Selection’ recipe 
when head brewer, Adrian Redgrove, 
creates ‘Yew’, the beer for July.  ‘Yew’ is 
designed to be a vegan friendly beer, being 
an unfined German style wheat beer.
In addition to raising at least £3,000 for 
the charity during the year, the brewery 
has produced a series of beer mat designs, 
which feature water colour images 

Snippets
Castle Rock announce 2010 
Wildlife beers 

With over £100,000 funding support 
already generated, it’s generally 

accepted that the ‘Natural Selection’ 
partnership between Castle Rock Brewery 
and Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust has 
been a resounding success.  The partners 
are not resting on their laurels and have 
plans to make 2010 their most successful 
year yet.   

Since 2001, Castle Rock has brewed a 
monthly ‘Natural Selection’ beer with 
names chosen to highlight flora or fauna 
under threat. The beers help promote 

The Moot
February 25th - 28th (Thu-Sun)

27, Carlton Road, Sneinton. 0115 950 4170

Open

12 - 12

daily

Festival Food always available

Beer Festival

Sixteen beers available at all times
from microbreweries near and far

Buses

 25, 27,

& 100

Live music Friday and Saturday night
Quiz and Sticky Thirteens Sunday 9pm

The Victoria Hotel
Next to Beeston Railway Station

85 Dovecote Lane,  Beeston, Nottingham, NG9 1JG Tel: 0115 9254049

 or visit our website at www.victoriabeeston.co.uk.

Easter Beer Festival!
Fri 2nd - Mon 5th April

See p 44 for full details of both events

Varied live music Sunday evenings
Live jazz Monday evenings 8.30pm
Beeston’s permanent beer festival!

St. Patrick’s Day mini Beer Festival

 Wed 17th March

We’re on the Stout and Porter Trail
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Aron Hughes of Notts Wildlife Trust and Castle 
Rock’s Colin Wilde with the new beer mats

representing the whole 2010 Natural 
Selection Range while another highlights 
the company’s support for the charity and 
promotes its website. Over 70,000 mats 
have been produced and the ‘Natural 
Selection’ design will be distributed to pubs 
across the county with the first delivery of 
‘Glow Worm’.

Blue Monkey on the move

Following a phenomenal first year 
of trading in 2009, Blue Monkey is 

currently building a brand new model 
brewery next door to the Ikea retail park.
Planned for completion in March, the new 
brewery will be a showpiece site, capable 
of increasing their current production to 
over 100,000 pints a month – that’s three 
times their current capacity.
Blue Monkey’s managing director and head 
brewer John Hickling said “I can’t wait to 
get the new brewery operational.  We’ve 
invested in a brand new, state of the art 
brewhouse, so we’ll be able to produce 
a lot more beer than we currently do, 
whilst maintaining quality and consistency.  
I think it was a tragedy that the old 
Kimberley brewery was closed, and I’m 
really proud that we’re bringing brewing 
back to the area whilst moving only a 
couple of miles from our Ilkeston roots.”
Watch this space for more about the new 
brewery in our April edition.
Meanwhile, having won the SIBA East 
Midlands Supreme Champion Beer, John is 
hoping to go on to win a national award on 
February 4th at the Canalhouse.
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Tasting Notes
John Westlake takes a closer look at two of Belgium’s classic beer styles

Belgium produces more varieties 
of beer than any other nation 
on earth, which is not bad for a 

country about the same size of Wales, 
and a recent visit provided an opportunity 
to examine two unique beer styles in 
greater depth: Rodenbach, the red beer of 
Flanders and the Trappist beers produced 
in a select number of Belgium’s (and one 
Dutch) monastic institutions.
The story of the Rodenbach family is 
inextricably entwined with the very fabric 
of Belgian history, not least the creation 
of the nation State itself in 1830, but 
even before then, in 1821, Alexander 
Rodenbach had established a brewery in 
the pleasant market town of Roeselare, 

deep in the Flanders countryside.  In the 
latter half of the 19th century, Eugene 
Rodenbach visited the south of England 
to study brewing and in particular, the 
practice of maturing beer, notably porter, 
in wooden vats, a technique that he 
eagerly took back to see how it might 
be applied to the benefit of the family 
business.
Over time, the Rodenbach brewery 
developed a unique beer style, which has 

changed little to this day: a distinct, red-
brown ale with a pronounced sourness 
produced by a mixed fermentation 
and blending process that is all their 
own.  Barley, maize grits, semi-dark 
Vienna malts and caramel, the latter for 
colouring, are combined with their own 
spring water and lightly seasoned with 
local, Poperinge hops in a state-of-the-art, 
stainless steel brewhouse commissioned 
in 2002.  The resultant wort is then top-
fermented for a week in cylindro-conical 
vessels, before undergoing a further 
four weeks secondary fermentation in 
horizontal tanks.  For many years they 
used to kiln their own malt in a rare, 
circular brick building reminiscent of a 
Kentish oasthouse but, sadly, production 

ceased in 1975 and the structure now 
forms part of the brewery museum.  
Still very much in use, however, are the 
serried lines of 294 massive, Russian oak 
vats or ‘foeders’, housed in a building 
dubbed the cathedral of beer, where 
between seven and nine million litres are 
kept ripening for another two years.

The standard Rodenbach beer is a 
careful blend of fresh and two year old 
‘foederbier’ and checks in at a respectable 
5.2 percent alcohol by volume (abv).  
The unique and characteristically sour 
and oaky palate owes much to the 
development of lacto-acidity during 
secondary fermentation and its long, 
wooden incarceration, balanced by a 
background of lightly roasted malt and 
caramel flavours.  There really is nothing 
else quite like it in the beer universe 
except, perhaps, its more recent stable- 
mate, Grand Cru, a dark, vinous brew at 
6 percent abv, full of rich, complex estery 
and fruit flavours, followed by a long, 
assertively dry finish.  Hops are only bit 
players in the cast of these beers and this 

is also true of their latest creation, Vin de 
Céréale, a 10 percent, corked and paper-
wrapped, bottled beer that has undergone 
three long years of maturation in foeder 
number 132.  Pale amber with a powerful 
fruit aroma, the trademark lactic sourness 
is mellowed by warming alcohol and a 
rich, fruity character, leading to a tart, 
almost cidery finish.  It might even benefit 
from being laid down for a few more years 
if you can resist the temptation.
Anyone visiting Roeselare might like to 
pop into Brasserie de Zalm, right in the 
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Tasting Notes
and the end result is a 6 percent, rich 
amber, spicy beer of great complexity.  
Emphatically bitter and tart with herbal 
undertones and hints of exotic spices, it is 
a true classic in its own right.
The reclusive Abbey of St Sixtus at 
Westvleteren near Ypres produces three 
beers under the Westvleteren banner: a 
Blond; an Abt and an 8 percent Extra, but 
bottles can be tricky to track down other 
than in the village itself.  Extra, brewed 
from pale malt together with some dark 
candy sugar and spiced with Northern 
Brewer hops, is almost ruby in hue with 
juicy malt and tart fruit notes mingling on 
the tongue to create an intricate flavour 
sensation.
Rochefort is another Abbey based 
in the Ardennes where beers of 6, 8 
and 10 percent alcohol by volume are 
produced, the latter brewed with pale 
and Munich malts and the addition of a 
little dark candy sugar.  Styrian Goldings 
and Hallertau hops help in creating a 
chestnut hued beer with a powerful, 
fruity aroma and a palate steeped in 
dark fruit, chocolate and roasted malt 
notes, all culminating in a long, warming, 
chocolatey finish.
The abbey at Achel, just south of the 
Dutch border, is the most recent addition 
to the Trappist brewing fraternity, which 
it joined in 1998 following the opening of 
a new brewery, belatedly replacing that 
which was destroyed by the Germans 
during the Great War.   Blond and Bruin 
(Brown) beers are produced alongside a 
9.5 percent Achel 
Extra that is full 
of toasted grain 
and peppery hop 
flavours.
Not far from 
Antwerp, the 
Westmalle Abbey has 
played an important 
part in the evolution 
of Trappist brewing 
by developing two 
distinctive beer 
styles: the dark 
and malty Dubbel 
and Tripel, which 
is paler and more 
hoppy.  The latter, at 
over 9 percent, uses 
only Pilsner malt 
with the addition of 
Saaz, Tettnanger and 
once again, Styrian 
Goldings hops in the 
boil to produce a 
burnished gold brew 
oozing with citrus 
fruit and spicy hop 
notes.
The largest and 
best known of the 
Trappist brewers 
is undoubtedly the 
Abbey at Chimay, 
also in the Ardennes, 
where they produce 
three beers sold in 
large, corked and 
wired bottles and 
smaller ones finished 

centre at 24 Grote Markt, where a pair 
of handpumps dispense Oud Belegen 
Foederbier, a cloudy, unfiltered and 
unblended version of the two year old 
beer alongside an equally unfiltered Palm 
beer, from the Belgian brewery of the 
same name that acquired the Rodenbach 
business in 1998.
In times past, monastic brewing was 
the norm in many part of Europe and 
surviving examples can still be found in 
Austria and southern Germany.  But it is 
in Belgium that the tradition has really 
flourished under the Trappist banner, with 
six abbeys still producing their own high 
quality, complex brews that are not to 
be confused with the so called ‘Abbey’ 
beers such as Grimbergen and Leffe, 
which are manufactured under licence by 
commercial brewers.
In order to maintain this distinction, 
the Trappist appellation has become 
closely guarded, with the formation of 
the International Trappist Association in 
1997, and when the monks at the Our 
Lady of Koningshoeven Abbey in Holland 
stopped brewing their La Trappe brands 
themselves, the Trappist credentials were 
swiftly withdrawn - a situation, happily, 
that has since been reversed.  There is, 
however, no particular Trappist beer style.  
Each member abbey has developed in 
its own individual way, the only common 
denominator being that the beers are 
all top-fermented ale varieties of great 
distinction.
Deep in the Ardennes and not far from 
the Luxembourg border, the Abbaye Notre 
Dame is unusual amongst its Trappist 
brothers in producing just one beer, Orval, 
a triple-fermented glorious creation sold 
in unique, Indian club shaped bottles.  
Brewed from multiple barley varieties 
and seasoned with Hallertau, Styrian 
and East Kent Goldings hops, primary 
fermentation uses a conventional ale 
yeast, but additional strains are added 
during the conditioning period, including 
a wild (Brettanomyces) culture developed 
in the Abbey’s own laboratory in order 
to impart a subtle sourness to the beer.  
Priming with candy sugar helps to achieve 
a remarkably high level of attenuation 

with a conventional metal cap.  Named 
simply Red, White and Blue in accordance 
with the label and crown cork colours, 
some say that expanded production in 
recent years has seen some reduction 
in the fondly remembered, distinctive 
character of the brews, but nevertheless 
they remain quality products to savour 
and enjoy.  The copper coloured Chimay 
Blue at 9 percent bursts with spice and 
fruit flavours, derived in part from the 
inclusion of American hop varieties, and 
finishes with more rich fruit on the tongue 
and a lingering, alcohol tinged dryness.  
Last but by no means least, the fathers 
at the Our Lady of Koningshoeven Abbey, 
just over the border near Tilburg in 
the Netherlands, and now readmitted 
to the exclusive club as mentioned 
earlier, produce a range of beers usually 
marketed under the La Trappe brand, 
including the only Trappist Witte, a 
fine wheat beer.  La Trappe Tripel, at a 
strength of 8 percent, is a tawny hued 
brew rich in dried fruit and biscuity malt 
flavours, balanced by a good smack of 
Goldings hop bitterness.  And the Abbey’s 
own herd of cattle are not forgotten as 
they get to enjoy all the spent grains at 
the end of the brewing day.
Most of these beers are exported to the 
UK and are well worth looking out for in 
your local supermarket or even some of 
our more innovative pubs.  Or it could be 
a good excuse to grab your passport and 
hop on a train for a beery weekend.

The Waggon and Horses
A traditional village pub with six real ales

(featuring the award winning Blue Monkey Brewery)

Gypsy Lane, Bleasby, NG14 7GG 
Tel. 01636 830283

Find us on Facebook!
Open: Mon, Tue 5-11

Wed, Thu 12-2 & 5-11
Fri 12-2 & 4-12

Sat 12-12, Sun 12-11

Food available at lunchtime Wed - Sun
Traditional Sunday roast lunches

Walkers with muddy boots and dogs 
with muddy paws are welcome here!
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Post Box
was! Woe betide the person who supplied 
me with the spoof picture when I get hold 
of them! It seems that the picture came 
from a website called  
freakingnews.com Below are the original 
painting and the spoof one side by side 
- clearly a Photoshop job, but it had me 
fooled!

Poacher prices census error
I found myself perplexed by the article 
in the last ND regarding the 2009 Beer 
Census. The result indicated the average 
price of a pint in the Lincolnshire Poacher 
had gone up by nearly 40p since 2008. A 
staggering amount at face value.
As Castle Rock beers, Batemans XB and 
Everards Tiger only went up by 10p in 
the period I was struggling to account for 
the other 30p until I realised the formula 
takes no account of the ABV of beers on 
sale.
On the night of the survey there were five 
beers of 4.5% and above, including Green 
Jack Ripper at 8.5%, which probably 
added 10p a pint to the result on its own ! 
Please let me know the date of the next 
census and I’ll ensure there are ten beers 
on at 3.8%. I look forward to the headline 
‘Beer Goes Down by 50p a pint at the 
Poacher’. OK, I’m being flippant, but you 
catch my drift – sometimes the numbers 
don’t provide a true picture.
I appreciate the survey is just a snapshot, 
but indicates to ND readers that the 
Poacher has put its prices up by over 
20%, which is simply not the case. Some 
other mechanism needs to be found which 
gives a more accurate comparison.
And perhaps a little credit is due for 
keeping the price rises of our own beers 
to a minimum despite major increases in 
costs over the last couple of years ?
However, full respect to the CAMRA 
volunteers who took time to conduct the 
survey and thanks again to our customers 
who continue to support the Poacher.
Steve Bramley
Operations Director, Castle Rock Brewery

Ray Kirby replies:
Thanks for your letter, Yes, I agree, it did 
give a false impression and I’m sorry for 
that, but as you said, it is ‘on the night’
I only report on what we find. Thank you 
for pointing this out and I agree Castle 
Rock are doing their best for the customer 
during these difficult times.

The Woodlark
Re Pub Call p.17 of ND 94. I have always 
understood that there are only two
Woodlark public houses in the country, but 
the other one I know of is in Derby, not in 
Birmingham. Unfortunately it is currently 
closed but I have enclosed a picture of it. 

The Woodlark at Lambley was a favourite 
of mine in the days when it was kept 
by Alan Verney, before it was altered. 

I always used to think of him as Cap’n 
Verney, but in truth he was Master at 
Arms in his naval service, which is a 
senior non-commissioned rank, and 
consequently attracted many ex-matelots 
to the pub. He said he only found out by 
chance that there was an ordering code 
at Home Brewery for Wood’s navy rum, 
and being able to sell that increased his 
popularity in the naval fraternity. I used to 
go there for the unsurpassed excellence 
and reliability of the Home Brewery Bitter, 
as well as Alan’s old-fashioned, courteous 
hospitality.
Those who remember the Woodlark from 
that era will recall that there was a
display of naval memorabilia in the public 
bar, including a picture of HMS Woodlark. 
When Alan retired to Norfolk he tried to 
give his collection to Radcliffe on Trent 
RBL among others, as I recall, and there 
was little demand for it at that time, so 
some of it was given to regulars. 
I was immensely privileged to be given 
the Woodlark badge which you can see
in the photograph below. The most recent 
HMS Woodlark was a minesweeper.
Another charming feature of the Woodlark 
of that era, which few will recall, is that 
the wallpaper in the lounge was the same 
pattern as Delboy’s flat in the television 
series of Only Fools and Horses.
Julian Tubbs, Derby

Mobile phones in pubs
SIR - I am a student in my third and 
final year at Nottingham University 
and currently doing some research for 
my dissertation. It is on the topic of 
the social effects of mobile phones and 
mobile phone ‘etiquette’ that is emerging, 
specifically within bars and pubs.
At the moment, I am trying to locate 
pubs that have implemented rules for, 
or even banned completely, the use of 
mobile phones. I have found a few; The 
Court Inn (Durham), The Free Press Pub 
(Cambridge), Victoria Hotel (Beeston) 
and The Bridge Inn (Topsham, Devon). I 
am sure that there must be quite a few, 
however it is proving difficult to find them. 
I am wondering if you knew of any such 
pubs, possibly in the Nottingham area, 
that have implemented rules regarding 
the use of mobile phones. 
I would also be keen to hear your view on 
the use of mobiles in pubs and whether 
you consider phones to be spoiling the 
social atmosphere of pubs. I have a 
list of interview type questions which I 
could send over if you would be willing to 

answer them. 
If this topic is something that 
could be interesting for the 
readers of the Nottingham 

Drinker, I could submit an article 
summarising the findings of my 
research when my dissertation is 
complete.

Phil (by e-mail)
The Editor replies:
I am not aware of any more pubs 
with rules regarding mobiles, so I 
am appealing to you readers out 
there to send me any information 
you have that could help Phil.
My personal opinion is that, whilst 
early mobile phones with horrible 
high pitched ring tones were 
annoying, I don’t have a problem 
with the modern MP3 ones. I think 
the phones are essential to young 
couples who wish to go to the pub 
but need the baby sitter to contact 
them in an emergency; they would 
not be able go to pubs that ban 
them. Also, how many times have 
we received calls whilst in a pub 
from friends who wish to join us for 
one? I believe that bans are likely 
to lose more customers than they 
will gain, and, to be totally frank, 

I find the people who moan about them 
more annoying than the phones!

Tretchikoff’s “green lady”
SIR - I was very surprised that the editor 
failed to notice that in place of the iconic 
image of the “Green Lady” a photo of 
Susan Boyle has been substituted (ND 
Dec / Jan) Whatever would Simon Cowell 
make of it?

Chris Marsland, Colston Bassett

The Editor replies:
Oh dear! It does seem that you are 
correct! My excuse is that I never watch 
the X Factor - I am down the pub drinking 
real ale at that time of day. Indeed, I had 
to Google Simon Cowell to see who he 
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Nottingham
Trips and Socials
February:
Wed 10th - Survey trip, Normanton on Wolds area, dept. Cast 7pm
Fri 19th - Social trip, North Notts Villages. Dept Cast 6.30pm
March:
Sat 13th - Social trip - Lincoln. Dept Cat 5.30pm
Thu 18th - Public Transport crawl (NCT) meet Royal Children, 7pm
Mon 22nd - Survey trip, Linby & Papplewick. Dept Cast 7pm
April:
Mon 12th - Survey trip, Newthorpe & Giltbrook. Dept. Cast 7pm
Tues 27th - Public Transport crawl, Radcliffe. Dept. Friar Lane 7pm
For more details on Trips and Socials see the article on page 48. 
Book with Ray Kirby on 0115 929 7896 or e-mail 
raykirby@nottinghamcamra.org. 
CAMRA cards must be shown for  £2 discount offered on some trips.

Branch Meetings
February: Thu. 25th - AGM, Canalhouse, Canal St.
March: Thu 25th, Hand & Heart, Derby Rd.
April: Thu 29th, Globe, London Rd.

All meetings begin at 8pm.  Everyone is welcome to attend.

Committee Meetings
February: Thu 11th - Horse & Groom, Basford.

March: Thu 11th - Trent Navigation, Meadow Lane
April: Thu 8th - Plough, St. Peter’s St. Radford

All meetings begin at 8pm. All CAMRA members are welcome.
www.nottinghamcamra.org

Mansfield & Ashfield
Contact: Roger Chadburn, socialsecretary@mansfieldcamra.org.uk 
07967 276805 to book trips (small charge). For pub survey trips 
contact Andrew Brett, pubsofficer@mansfieldcamra.org.uk for free 
transport.

Belvoir
Branch Meetings
February
Tue 2nd - Branch Meeting Horse Chestnut, Radcliffe on Trent 
March
Tues 9th  AGM 8.30pm Martins Arms, Colston Basset
For details contact Martyn or Bridget on 01949 876 479 or
martynandbridget@btinternet.com

Erewash
Branch Meetings

February: 
Mon 1st – Half Crown, Long Eaton, new start time 8pm
Wed 24th – Annual General Meeting – Spanish Bar, Ilkeston. 8pm
April: Mon 12th – Rutland Cottage, Ilkeston. 8.30pm. 

Socials
March: Wed 3rd – Pub of the Season Presentation – Good Old   
 Days, Ilkeston. 8.30pm 
Contact John Cooke, Secretary on 0115 9329684

www.erewash-camra.org 

Newark
Branch meetings start at 8.00pm
Contact Duncan Neil for more details on 01636 651131 e-mail 
chairman@newarkcamra.org.uk web www.newarkcamra.org.uk

Regional Meetings
February 2�th – Eight Jolly Brewers, Gainsborough

June 19th - Temple Hotel, Matlock Bath

Branch Diary
Trips and Socials

The mini bus survey trips for the next period are as follows: In 
February we will be visiting Normanton on the Wolds/Plumtree 

area, in March we will take in Linby & Papplewick and in April it will be 
Newthorpe and Giltbrook.

Following the success of the Lincolnshire villages trip I am continuing 
with the Friday night socials, I am trying the North Notts villages again. 
So in February I will be visiting West Stockwith (the home of the Idle 
brewery) Barnby Moor and East Markham and possibly one other, 
depending on time. As I said last time I need your support if these are 
to work, plus if the destinations weren’t to your liking then please get 
in touch with your ideas. Also, we will be back in Nottingham in time for 
you to catch the midnight buses. Into March the annual trip to Lincoln 
will be running, this is always a popular trip so get your place booked 
early.

Something new I will be trying is some public transport social and 
survey trips. I will run one a month and I will base one on my “Rays 
Round” crawl. The first one will be in March. So if we start in the Royal 
Children at 7pm, we’ll have a tour of some pubs you probably haven’t 
been in before using NCT buses.

Into April I will be getting the Trent Barton bus to Radcliffe-on-Trent at 
7pm from Friar Lane, just outside the Approach.

Just a note about a slight change in timing of committee meetings, from 
now on all these meetings will be on the second Thursday of the month 
regardless of how many Thursdays there are in the month.  Branch 
meetings will continue to be on the last Thursday of the month.

As always, your CAMRA membership card is required to obtain your 
discount on paying for bus trips. Also, don’t forget, you can sign up for 
e-mail alerts for all the trips, just let me know.
See the diary dates column for times and dates of all the trips, socials 
etc. Don’t forget, that everyone is welcome to any CAMRA meeting or 
outing, you do NOT have to be a member. And finally I can be contacted 
electronically at: 
raykirby@nottinghamcamra.org 

Nottingham Branch Fenlands excursion
Dave Mellor of Fenland Branch reports

Well here it is - almost hot off the press - a report and pictures on 
our friends from across the West & their trip to two of Fenland’s 

best country inns.

The bus with 30 plus eager Nottingham CAMRA members disembarked 
in the dark at the Plough, Horbling to sample pints of Wisbech Winter 
Ale,  very quaffable at 3.8% & in good condition. Although some 
remarked that a winter ale at 3.8% was a bit below par everyone 
agreed that the Plough, with its unique interior, including the snug, and 
friendly atmosphere, was well worth the trip. Everards Tiger was also 
on offer. Thanks to mine hosts Karen & Dave for their kind hospitality.

The next port of call was the Three Kings, Threekingham - how come 
the bus left ten minutes before I did but I had to wait five minutes for it 
to arrive? Only Ray and the driver can explain this, although of course 
these Lincolnshire lanes can be quite misleading. Anyroads up - arrive 
the bus did and soon the Three Kings was dispensing pints of Cottage 
IPA (Norman’s Conquest), 5% - a most agreeable pale beer with bags 
of body. Other beers on offer were Bass and Timmy Taylors Landlord.

After we had the photocall outside the pub Ray herded the cats back on 
the bus ready for their next stop at Oasby & the Houblon Arms.

Hopefully the Nottingham Branch members enjoyed their trip & we look 
forward to seeing them again soon.
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Beer Festivals 
Jan 29-30 (Fri-Sat) 2nd Newark Winter Beer Festival, Town 
Hall, Market Place. Approx 40 beers + Ciders, Perry. Twice daily 
quiz.Food available all times.Open: Fri 11am-11pm; Sat 11am-
11pm. £5 entry all sessions. Card-carrying CAMRA members £2 all 
sessions. Souvenir tankards £2.50 (refundable)
www.newarkcamra.org.uk/festival
Jan 29-31 (Fri-Sun) Victoria Hotel Winter Beer and Cider 
Festival, Victoria Hotel, �5 Dovecote Lane, Beeston, 
NG9 1JG. Next to Beeston Railway Station.  Featuring up to 50 
Beers.(30 at any one time) Including Bitters, Milds, Old Ales, 
Winter Ales, Stouts, Porters, and Speciality Beers from Local and 
Regional Brewers, plus Ciders and Perries. Sunday Evening music 
from Sould. Further details tel. 0115 9254049. 
www.victoriabeeston.co.uk.
Feb �-6 (Thu-Sat) 9th Derby Winter Beer Festival, Darwin 
Suite, Assembly Rooms, Market Place, Derby. 1 min. walk 
from bus stops. 100+ Real Ales, Ciders/Perries + Continental 
Bottled Beers. Souvenir glass, t-shirts + programmes available. 
Hot/cold food every session. Entertainment every evening.
Open Thu 6-11; Fri 11-Midnight; Sat 11-11. Admission: Thu £3; 
Fri/Sat lunch £2; Fri Eve £4; Sat Eve £5. CAMRA members + 
under 30s free entry (with valid ID) Thu, Fri/Sat lunch; £2 Fri/Sat 
evening. winterpublicity@derbycamra.org.uk
5-6 Feb (Fri-Sat) 12th Chesterfield Beer Festival, The 
Winding Wheel, Holywell St Chesterfield. 5 mins walk from 
railway station. Featuring 100+ real ales, ciders, perry, country 
wines, bottled world beers+free soft drinks. Open Fri 11-4 (£5.50); 
6.30-11(£6.50). Entertainment from Therapy (60s covers); 
Sat 11-4 (£5.50); 6.30-11 (£6.50)- Entertainment from Sour 
Mash. Food available all sessions. Seating + Quiet Zone upstairs. 
Entrance includes a festival glass tankard, programme + 1st 
pint free. Available all sessions. CAMRA concessions available on 
entry. Strictly over 18s only. Advance tickets on sale, details www.
innspire.org.uk
Feb �-� Thu-Sun) SIBA National Beer Festival, Canalhouse, 
Canal St. Nottingham. Free admission, open from 5pm Thu. 56 
Gold award winning real ales, all on hand pull, all the best of the 
best from around the country.
Feb 12-13 (Fri-Sat) West Bridgford Hockey Club Beer 
Festival, Loughborough Rd, West Bridgford. Bus Premier X9 
to door or NCT 9 or 10 to ASDA and walk up hill. Free admission. 
Beer list at wbhockey.co.uk

Feb 25-2� (Thu-Sun) The Moot Second Beer Festival, 
2�, Carlton Road, Sneinton (NCT 25/7 bus or 20 min. walk 
from city). 16 beers and 2 ciders or perries on at all times from 
microbrewers around the country, all served on handpump or from 
the cellar. Open 12-12 each day. Festival food, live music Fri & Sat 
night, Spyke’s quiz and sticky thirteens Sun night. 
March 3-� (Wed - Sun) Johnson Arms March Beer Festival, 
59 Abbey St. Dunkirk. 25+ Cask Ales over 5 days, with one 
pump dedicated to showcasing a local brewery. Beer Vouchers 
at discounted rates (includes 50p off food). Wednesday: Meet 
the Brewer Talk & Tasting 8pm: Phil Darby, Nottingham Brewery. 
Thursday & Saturday: Live Music 8 & 9pm. Sunday: Homemade 
Roast Dinners and Desserts. For detailed info closer to the time 
(e.g. chosen local brewery, music info & tasting notes) see 
website: www.johnsonarms.co.uk. Tel:0115 9786355. Email: 
mail@johnsonarms.co.uk

Mar �-6 (Thu-Sat) 3�th Loughborough Beer Festival, True 
Lovers Walk, off William Street, Loughborough. 70+ real 
ales + cider, perry, local wine, continental bottled beers. Open: 
4-11 Thu; 12-11 Fri; 11-11 Sat. Admission: Thu-free; Friday 12-6 
£1.50, after 6 £3; Sat 11-6 £1.50, after 6 £3. Free to CAMRA + 
University Real Ale Society members all times. Quiet night Thu. 
Live music Fri + Sat. Hot food avail all sessions. 
Mar �-� (Thu-Sun) Unicorn Beer Festival, Newton Solney 
(Villager V3 bus from Albert St. Derby) www.unicorn-inn.co.uk
Mar 5-� Needlemakers Arms 1st Beer Festival, Nottingham 
Road, Ilkeston 16 beers  2 ciders open Fri & Sat 12.00 - 11.30, 
Sun 11.00am - 11.30pm. 07853 273714
Mar 5-6 (Fri-Sat) Coventry Beer Festival, Coventry Rugby 
Football Club Ground, Butts Park Arena, Butts Road. 10-
15min walk from Rail Station; or no. 10,19,32,33 bus from city 
centre. 95 beers (special beers from local breweries) plus Cider/

Beer Festivals

Perry + Country Wines. Open: 12-4, & 6-11 Fri/Sat. Admission: £1 
lunch, £2 evening - free for card-carrying CAMRA members at all 
times. Glass hire £2 (refundable). Food available all sessions.
www.covnwcamra.org.uk

Mar 10-13 (Wed-Sat) Leicester Beer Festival, Charotar 
Patidar Samaj, Bay St / South Churchgate (off Margarets 
Way), Leicester Approx 5 min walk from St Margaret’s bus 
station, 15min walk from London Rd Rail Station. 220+ beers 
in total, inc fest specials + 30+ Real Ciders/Perries. Our LocAle 
bars will feat approx 80 beers brewed within 25 miles of Leicester 
Centre. Authentic Indian curries + English food inc veg choices 
avail all sessions. Open: Wed 5-11; Thu/Fri 11-11; Sat 11-10. 
Card-carrying CAMRA members free entry. Souvenir festival glass 
£2.50 (refundable) must be purchased on entry. Non-members 
Weds £2.50; Thu after 3pm £2.50; Fri £2.50 until 3pm + £3.50 
afterwards; Sat £2.50 until 5pm, free afterwards.
Mar 11-1� (Thu-Sun) Old Poets Beer Festival, Ashover
50+ beers & ciders, entertainment nightly: Thu Helter Skelter, Fri 
Firegarden, Sat Idle Hands, Sun Paddy’s Sunday night shindig.  
www.oldpoets.co.uk
Mar 1� (Wed) Victoria Hotel St. Patricks mini Beer Festival, 
Dovecote Lane, Beeston (next to Beeston railway station) 
Genuine Irish Beers from Messrs Maguire’s (Dublin), Franciscan 
Well (Cork) and White Gypsy (Tipperary)
Mar 1�-20 (Thu-Sat) 31st Burton Beer Festival, Town Hall, 
Burton Upon Trent. 5 min walk from Rail Station. 100+ real ales 
+ 28 ciders/perries, fruit wines, Driver’s Bar. Open: 7-11pm Thu; 
noon-11pm Fri; 11.30am-11pm Sat. Admission: Thu 7-11pm-
Free; Fri 12-6pm-£2/CAMRA Free, then 6-11pm £5/CAMRA £2; 
Sat 11.30am-6pm-£2/ CAMRA Free, then 6-11pm-£4, CAMRA £2. 
Glass hire £2 (no commemoratives) Live entertainment, details 
www.burtoncamra.org.uk
April 2-5 (Fri-Mon). Victoria Hotel Easter Beer Festival, 
Dovecote Lane, Beeston (next to Beeston railway station) up to 
30 beers at any one time from regional and local breweries, plus 
ciders and perries.


